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Security Utilizing
Every Resource
Their Budget Allows

President Richard M. Nixon receiving The Bates Student Communications Award at San Clemente,
California. The award, for excellence in international communications, was presented by Robert
Cohen, editor of the student newspaper.

Richard Nixon Receives First of
Bates Student Communications Awards
"-'1979, The Bates Student
On Monday, February 26,
Richard Nixon was presented
with The Bates Student Communications Award at his estate
in San Clemente, California.
Editor-in-chief of the Student,
Robert Cohen, travelled to the
west coast for the presentation.
The award, honoring President
Nixon for his accomplishments
in the field of international
communications, was the first of
four such awards to be
presented by the student
newspaper, each honoring an
individual who has excelled in a
different area of communications. President Nixon
was chosen to receive the award
by a special committee appointed from among the staff
members of the Student.
Following is the text of the
presentation speech:
On behalf of the THE BATES
STUDENT, the student
newspaper of Bates College in
Lewiston, Maine, 1 am pleased
and honored to present to you
the Bates Student Communications A ward.
This annual award is presented to you, Richard Nixon, for
your admirable efforts in the
field of international communications. Beginning with
your initial diplomatic missions
to Asia and the Far East as VicePresident in 1953 you have, in
the words of the late President
Dwight D. Eisenhower, "proved
yourself an able and popular
'Ambassador' to our friends in
many other parts of the world."
The courage displayed in Peru
and Venezuela on your 1958
South American trip and the
levelheadedness and staunch
determination of your 1959 trip
to the Soviet Union and the
ensuing "kitchen debate" serve
as illustrations of the patriotism
and diplomacy exhibited during

•

your two terms in the vicepresidency.
During your tenure in this
nation's highest office, your
success in both strengthening
ties with our allies and taking a
stand of strength and honesty in
negotiations with our potential
adversaries must be recognized
as the actions of one who held
foremost the best interests of
both the United States and the
world.
Lastly, your historic visits to
the Soviet Union and to the
People's Republic of China
opened long-hindered channels
of communication and created
an atmosphere that will,
hopefully, lead to eventual world
peace and cooperation.
For your many efforts and
successes in the field of international communications,
you are to be commended.
President Nixon accepted the

award, an engraved Bates
College plaque, and expressed
his appreciation and pleasure at
being chosen. Directly
preceding and following the
presentation, President Nixon
was kind enough to talk informally with Mr. Cohen.
Subjects discussed included
Professor Fetter's upcoming
China trip, President Nixon's
personal advice for young
people, Mexican-Americans,
sports, the China/Russia
situation in relation to the
United States, and a variety of
other topics. A tour of the
President's office, rich in
memorabilia from around the
world, was also given. Richard
Nixon was an amiable and
hospitable host.
(See the middle section of
this newspaper for additional
articles regarding Richard
Nixon.)

by Thomas Vannah
Bates College Security consists of Security Chief Chester
Emmons, who works days, and
four other security officers who
work at night. The Security
department also utilizes four
watchmen on campus. At night
there are a minimum of four
people on call.
Problems of security range
from the protection of property
to the protection of Bates
residents and personnel. In past
years the Bates college campus
has had to deal with rape, theft,
and vandalism.
The Hates Student, on
February 27, spoke with Dean
Mary Spence regarding the
potential problem of rape and
assault on the Bates College
Campus. "Rape is no! a potential
problem," said Spence, "and the
incidence of rape is low." When
asked if the Bates College
Security acted in such a way as
to prevent possibilities of rape.
Dean Spence replied, "Yes,
Security has responded and is
ready to respond in the case of
rape." Said Spence, "Bales is
located in a small urban area. We
have to be conscious of this. Each
student is responsible for their
own welfare. Our campus
security is very good. We prefer
preventative measures rather
than reactionary ones."
On Saturday evening January
27th a woman, employed by
Bates College was walking on
campus at 11:15 p.m. She
became aware of a man in an
automobile following her. After
hurrying to nearby Rand Hall, on
College St., the woman asked to
use a telephone in order to call
security. She reported: "I think a
man in a tan car is trying to pick
me up." Security arrived within
10 minutes at Rand Hall to take
the* woman's information and

drive her home.

The Hates Student then
contacted Chester Emmons,
security chief at Bales College,
regarding rape. "Rape is a
potential problem anyplace that
there are men," said Emmons.
Because Bales is surrounded by
the city, Emmons feels that the
services are more readily
available to Bates with regard to
protection of the campus and the
student population. "We have
never had an actual rapt' but we
have dealt with two or three
attempted rapes." The security
at Bales, in the event of a rape
"would call in a trained police
team." By the patrolling of the
campus. Emmons believes that
the college is safer. "We try to
remain visible and alert."
Commented a female off-campus
resident. "Often Security will
give me a ride home after dark."
The Student then questioned
Emmons about theft on campus.
"Our job is becoming increasingly difficult with the
number of keys in circulation."
Most of the theft, suggested
Emmons, comes from within the
dorm. "There is not much we can
do in these cases." Campus
residents, locked out of their
dorms, need only call Concierge
and maintenance is dispatched to
unlock the door. There is no
checking of identification. This
proposes obvious security
problems. With regard to the
recent slashing of students'
automobile tires in the campus
parking lots, Emmons claimed
that the security car does patrol
the parking lots but "cannot
protect all of the cars all of the
time."
Few major problems have
gone unacted upon by security.
Emmons said, "I think we do a
good job with the budget we
have to work with."

Bates College Endowment Still Comparatively Small
By Kristen Anderson
Senior Reporter
Bates College has one of the
smallest endowments of eleven
of the northeast's comparable
prestigous colleges. Throughout
Bates' history, it has always had
a comparatively small endowment. Upon asking Jim
Weston, Business Manager,
about the reason for this, he said,
"Probrably every person involved with Bates' finances has a
different theory as to why we
have a small endowment. It is
true, however, that through the
years many Bates graduates
have gone into professions such
as teaching or the ministry
(there used to be a divinity
school here)." Whereas other

priyate colleges were turning out
doctors and lawyers, Bates was
turning out people into
professions commanding lower
salaries."
The endowment is a sum of
money which the college invests
in various areas; the principal
remains untouched, while the
interest is used to help run the
school. The student tuition is not
enough money to keep the school
in the black.
The endowment interest is
subdivided into various funds
earmarked for specific purposes,
such as faculty salaries and
operations costs. The two
biggest sections of the endowment are the scholarship
endowment and the fund for

capital improvement (i.e.
renovation).
In the past ten years, the
(in thousands Of dollars) 0

college's permanent endowment
has grown from less than $8
(Continued on Page 121
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Amherst (58)
Wesleyan (43)
Williams (36)
Hamilton (33)
Bowdoin (28)
Middlebury (20)
Colby (18)
Trinity (17)
Bates (13)
Union (8)
Tufts (5)

Source: Council fa Aid to Education and Bates College records
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E.P.C.
To the Editor of The Bates
Student:
I have attended several of the
recent meetings at which the
EPC proposal for a modified
distribution requirement was
discussed. If the students who
spoke up at these meetings are a
reasonable sample, students
object to the proposal, not
because it is different from the
existing set of requirements, but
because it continues the concept
of requirements of any kind. An
objection to requirements in
general is an understandable
reflex response, but I hope, after
some reflection, the reflex
negation will be reduced or
replaced with some constructive
alternatives.
Any attempt to define "a
liberal education" will be unsatisfactory to at least half of any
liberal arts faculty — if the
definition attempts to go beyond
a few broad generalizations. We
all (the faculty) may, however,
agree that what we are trying to
do at Bates is not define in such a
way that liberal is equated with
liberalism or license with respect
to curriculum design. An objection to either the proposed or
present requirements as "contrary to the spirit of liberal
education" because they don't
allow students complete freedom
of choice is an objection which is
simply not relevant.
In the end the faculty must
decide, as best it can, what
pattern of courses best satisfies
the concept of a liberal
education. Having reached that
decision the faculty must, if it
means what it says, also devise a
way to see that the students
complete such a program before
they are awarded a degree. Two
ways suggest themselves: select
only students who wish to take
the courses we wish them to
take, or require the students to
take a sufficient number of such
courses.
If you wish to promote a
different style of education,
featuring curricular freedom as a
basic concept, I would be willing
to argue the merits of such a
program. The faculty is,
however, still entrusted with the
direction of a more traditional
liberal education with its emphasis on literature, history,
philosophy, language,
mathematics, and the fine arts and even academic tradition will
admit that the social sciences
deserve a place on the list and
that the natural sciences can no
longer be wholly contained as
"natural philosophy." I for one
am still willing to follow this
traditional path: a set of
requirements with strong emphasis on the humanities and an
adequate introduction to the
natural and social sciences.
Robert M. Chute
•
Dept. of Biology

B.F. MAIZE
To the Editor:
The Afro-American Society is
to be commended for their excellent choice of artists during
the recent Black Arts week.
Although I was unable to attend
all of the scheduled events I was
fortunate enough to become
acquainted with b.f. maize. Mr.
maize delivered a stimulating
presentation on the topic of
(Continued on Page 12)

Letters to the Editor
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OBJECTIONS

FRESHMAN CENTER
To the Editor:
I realize that by now many
Batesies are bored with hearing
about the Freshman Center.
However, I would like to respond
to the letters printed in The
Bates Student in the past two
weeks. I agree with Logan Seale
in that I like living in the Freshman Center. I also agree with
Ms. front when she stated that
"entering Freshmen be completely and honestly advised

regarding the nature of the
Freshman Center." I think if the
incoming freshmen were given
more details about the Freshman
Center, we would have more
freshmen ready to "make the
best of it" while rooming there.
Ms. Klein's concern over
upperclassmen meeting freshmen seems a little unrealistic to
me. Many freshmen have gone
out and participated in college
(Continued on Page 12)

Commentary
Because Bates considers itself, and is considered, a "small,
liberal arts college," one of its primary attracting features
might be the personal and individual attention that each student
should, theoretically, be able to receive. Bates has attempted to
provide enough instructors to limit the sizes of classes. Yet,
when viewing the data regarding enrollment in departments,
the number of teachers available to handle enrollments, and the
ratio between the two, serious problems are illustrated.
The data shows that: the average English teacher must be
accountable for 85.4 students; the average Sociology teacher
must be responsible for 86 students; the average Math teacher
must be responsible for 90 students. The data also shows the
opposite extreme. The Education department has a ratio of 24
students to each teacher, while the German department has a
20.1 ratio, and the Foreign Languages have a ratio of 10:1.
Although the departments which have smaller ratios can be
more beneficial to those students taking courses within that
department, the departments with large teacher to student
ratios often provide the student with an impersonal and
crowded atmosphere. The solution to such a problem is not
easily available, but the fact that a humanities professor
teaching courses in which discussion of material is vital, and
personal contact with students is helpful, having to deal with an
average of 83 students suggests that few of those students are
receiving the best possible education.
To suggest that the "average" ratios exist in all cases, and
that all English professors deal with 85 students would be
faculty. Some teachers deal with as many as 130 students while
others teach considerably fewer students. The direction in
which the college must move if it hopes to maintain the
reputation of providing direct attention to students, is towards
a more even, equitable dispersement of teaching responsibility.
In any evaluation of courses and course enrollment within
departments, the college should be aware of the changing interests and trends within the student body.
Bates students must contend with the compounded problem
of dealing with distributional and major requirements in
departments which offer little choice and variation of
professors. Bates College has developed and maintained a
reputation of providing students with qualified, interesting, and
academically challenging instructors. Students have been
troubled, however, by recent problems of being forced to take
courses with teachers with whom they feel uncomfortable for
one reason or another. Similar problems occur when an attempt
is made to reduce the class size in courses, particularly introductory courses, by dividing a class into sections, and
assigning some students to a different instructor (one not
chosen by the students).
In any academic situation students favor certain instructors
over others. Because of necessity of certain courses for major
and distributional requirements, and because often a required
course is repeatedly taught by the same professor, some
students consider that those instructors whom students find
uninspiring, overly difficult, or undemanding stand in the way
of the students' enjoyment, success, and learning.
Oliver Wendell Holmes discusses the historical origins of the
law in his book The Common Law. He speaks of the "infantile
stage" of the law, wherein vengeance served as the major
motive. If a man's bull gored another man's oxen, the man who
owned the oxen wanted to beat the bull. As the law progressed
from the infantile stage, the man who lost the oxen would wish
to punish the man who had responsibility over the bull. This
theory is applicable to the efforts of the fourth estate. For me to
name and accuse those teachers who have small enrollments
due to the lack of certain necessary qualities would be to "beat
the bull." Rather, the fault lies with the system for allowing
such teachers to remain in the faculty.
Thomas M. Vannah
Senior Reporter

To the Editor:
As a student at Bates, I am
entirely satiated with your
"investigative articles," which I
term unnecessary sensationalism. Their effect has
certainly worn off; they are too
long, boring and apparently filled
with fallacies. To put it simply, I
find them tiresome and vexatious
to the greatest degree.
I think that you as newspaper
men should realize this detracts
from your intent, rather than
adding any pertinent comments.
However, you must be coming to
the end of your list of "investigatives," when you resort to
quibbling over a fire escape on
Cheney. The gamut has run from
the ineffectiveness of the RA to
the drug, hit-center Infirmary to
the Bates "hierarchy."
Your articles on rape and
warning women to exercise
caution on campus at night could
have been effective, yet you
went so far overboard, that at
least some women I know, are

afraid to walk from the Library
to Parker alone at 10:00. Would
you not say that is overdramatization of the situation?
After all, Lewiston is not New
York City.
To my point - this last week's
article on Bates' unsafe buildings
was asinine. Any outsider
reading it, eg. parents, would
think the buildings are ready to
fall in, fall down, keel over or
burn up. The title, "I didn't like
what I saw" could easily be
assigned to a police action show.
Inference is that the Bates
structures are ready for condemning. We as students can
hopefully see this is not true. If
not, perhaps a visit to some of
Bowdoin, Dartmouth, or Harvard's dorms would be in order.
My next question is, how many
buildings are you aware of
burning on the campus? As far as
I know, very few, eg., Parker,
the old gym. and no one was
killed. Of course, I'm to be
(Continued on Page 12)

The following data was derived from statistics of the 1978 fall
semester provided by the Bates College Registrar's Office. It
represents a breakdown of the number of faculty members into
departments, the number of students enrolled in courses after
the "drop" date, and the average ratio between the two
categories:
Average StudentNo. Enrolled in
Faculty Ratio
Departments'
No. of
by Department
Department
Courses
Faculty
47
Art
188
4
49.5
7
Biology
347
66.3
6
Chemistry
398
1
Cultural Studies
1
1
83.4
5
Economics
417
24.6
Education
74
3
85.1
8
English
681
10.75
Foreign Languages
43
4
43.6
French
131
3
20
3
German
60
27
Latin
27
1
17
Russian
17
1
48
Spanish
%
2
38.6
Geology
116
3
59.5
History
357
6
90
Mathematics
449
5
29
Music
116
4
36.7
Philosophy
147
4
44
Religion
132
3
Physical Education
24
staff
42.7
Physics
171
4
62.2
4
Political Science
249
60.4
7
Psychology
423
41
Anthropology
164
4
86
Sociology
258
3
25.8
Theater and Speech
129
5
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BATES BRIEFS
•Mr. Bernard Carpenter,
Treasurer and Vice President of
Financial Affairs, announced on
Tuesday that the college is
"looking forward to having the
State Fire Marshal's Office
come in. In fact, we've called
them several times in the last
week inviting them to come
down."
Mr. Carpenter also stated that
smoke alarms had been installed in Turner House over
vacation and that carpeting was
laid in Wilson House.
Carpenter stressed that the
college has been anxiously
pursuing fire regulations and
trying to meet up to them for the
past eight years. "We far exceed
the code requirements and I
don't think you could find a
college more concerned about
student safety than here at
Bates,'' said Mr. Carpenter.
It was also revealed that in the
following dorms: Wentworth
Adams, Roger Williams Hall,
Page Hall, Parker Hall; no
smoke alarms will be installed
(there are none in any of the
buildings) until the summer due
to the inconvenience wiring and
installation would cause to
students.
•On Tuesday, February 13, at
1:00 in the afternoon, a pipe
burst in the front entranceway
at Rand Hall. Maintenance was
fortunately in the dorm at the
time and quickly responded.
Albert Johnson claimed that
"very little" damage was done.
Apparently the pipe froze, and
burst, causing stagnant water to
pour into the first floor lounge
and down into the locker room
where it eventually drained. The
clean-up was finished by 4:00
that afternoon.
•On Saturday evening,

February 17, at 7:00, a driver
crashed into a powerpole
.causing a blackout over much of
the Bates College campus. At
the time, a Bates basketball
game was going on in the Gym.
•As a result of the blackout on
February 17, the cooling coils in
the Library air conditioner froze
up, causing the loss of the expensive coils. Albert Johnson
said, "They don't give them
away, that's for sure." The
college plans to have the insurance company in to assess
the damage.
(BCNB) - Richard C.
Williamson, assistant professor
of French at Bates College, has
been appointed to an ad hoc
committee of the President's
Commission on Foreign
Language and International
Studies.
The commission, established
last year by President Carter to
increase U.S. capabilities in
foreign languages and understanding of international
affairs, includes educators and
congressmen. Williamson's
committee will be concerned
with assessing the country's
needs in studies abroad. Other
committee members are from
Connecticut, New York, and
California.
•Bill Tyler, a junior from
Willingboro, N.J., and Tom
Rooney, a sophomore from
Madison, Connect&icut, will
represent Bates in the IC4A
Indoor Track and Field Championships at Princeton
University on Saturday and
Sunday (March 3,4).
Kim Wettlaufer, a junior from

The Randy Reports

Buffalo, New York, also qualified
in the two mile, but will be
unable to compete because of the
flu.
• All four of the main campus
organizations have recently or
will shortly hold elections for the
major offices. Following is a list
of the known officers for the
coming year: CAMPUS
ASSOCIATION: Elaine
Belanger, president: Liz Ross,
vice-president; Lillian Buckley,
secretary; and Neil Jamieson.
treasurer. Commissionerships
will be announced next week.
THE BATES STUDENT:
Nominations are now being
taken for the positions of editor
and assistant editor of The Hates
Student for the coming academic
year. Nominees should submit in
person their names to Robert
Cohen or Nancy Arey by
Monday, March 5, at 5:00 p.m.
REPRESENTATIVE
ASSEMBLY: In a recent election
within the R.A.. the officers for
the 1979-80 academic year were
chosen. Serving next year will
be: Jack Meade, president; Mike
Bonney, vice-president; Rene
Oehling, secretary; and Dave
Greaves, treasurer. CHASE
HALL COMMITTEE: The
following were elected to serve
during the coming year: Kathy
A. Skilling, president; William
Austin, vice-president; Jeff
Frost, treasurer; Claudia Colby,
secretary; Robert McBreen.
concerts; Dick Beers, dances;
Jeff Shuman, publicity; Rick
Thompson, coffeehouses; James
Gaffey, without portfolio.

WORLD NEWS CAPSULES
•On February 26, Southern
Yemen announced that its
forces had captured the Yemeni
town of Harib, the last major
border settlement remaining in
Yemeni possession. The two
countries situated on the
strategic southern edge of the
Arabian Peninsula have been
reported at war now for four
days.
•The President announced at
a televised press conference
that he persuaded the Israeli
Prime Minister to travel to
Washington Thursday for
"frank discussions" on efforts to
reach an agreement with Egypt.
The announcement came only
hours after Israel's cabinet
rejected a U.S. invitation to
begin another round of
negotiations at Camp David in
which Egypt would have been
represented by Prime Minister
Kahlil rather than President

Sadat.
On other matters during this
week's press conference. Carter
turned aside suggestions his
foreign policy wasn't forceful
enough. He said the administration was "exercising
prudence" and was committed
to keeping the U.S. strong
militarily.
The President reiterated that
he hasn't any control over his
brother, Billy, who has been
accused of making anti-Semitic
remarks. The President said "I
know for a fact he is not antiSemitic." Brother Billy is
currently in poor health and in
the hospital.
•The Social Security Administration disclosed Wednesday that it has been unable to
credit nearly $69 billion in wages
to the correct workers' accounts
because of identification
problems dating back to 1937.

The problems, which may
cause retirement benefits for
the affected workers to be
reduced, stem from incomplete
or inaccurate earnings reports
filed by employers or the selfemployed over the years,
suggested Social Security
Commissioner Stanford G. Ross.
•President Carter urged
China to withdraw its troops
from Vietnam "as quickly as
possible" because the invasion
"ran risks that were unwarranted." The message was
delivered in Peking by Treasury
Secretary Blumenthal to Deputy
Prime Minister Teng
•Mardi Gras was celebrated
in New Orleans area this week
despite an II day police strike.
The biggest and most glamorous
parades were cancelled in the
city, but at least half a million
people watched the suburban
parades joining the hoopla.

Our Man In Peking
by Tad Baker
Senior Reporter
I think I finally understand
why China invaded Vietnam. It
was a matter of pride. France
mucked around in Vietnam for
years, then the U.S. came in
wasting lots of time and money
and of course, more importantly,
many lives. The Chinese, who
live right at Vietnam's back door
were forced to help North
Vietnam fond off these invaders,
but now that they are gone, to
save face, China must invade
Vietnam. After all, if second rate
powers like France and the U.S.
can waste time in Vietnam, then
shouldn't China do the same?
Still I find it hard to stomach
China's use of the term "defense"
when referring to the invasion. It
seems almost as ridiculous as
Canada invaiding Maine for
defense purposes
The Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, backed by the Montreal
Canadians and under the air
cover of a flock of Canadian
geese, launched a "large scale
war" against Maine yesterday
according to Radio Canada.
At dawn, the Canadian ar
lillery began a barrage on the
heavily forrested and totally
unpopulated border area. No
Maine residents were injured,
but several trout voiced complaints and a moose was killed
when he tripped into a shell hole
and broke his neck. Governor
Brennan stated that "the moose
died defending his state and will
be eaten with full military
honors; please pass the salt."
The Canadian Prime Minister
confirmed the validity of the
attack from Ottawa. He claims:
"we merely want to defend our
nation's borders against the
repeated assaults of the
American tourists." He also
questioned Maine's treatment of
French-Canadian refugees living
in Maine. Late yesterday the
governor called upon New

personnel policy to the City
Council.
The board would also be
responsible for the administration of personnel roles
and regulations with the
authority to delegate administrative duties.
•Action on final approval of
the plans and specifications for
the new middle school was
delayed Wednesday night by the
Auburn Scllool Committee but is
expected to be voted on at the
panel's regular meeting next
week.
Architect Philip Rea told the
committee that the final plans
for the structure have been
submitted to the state and
Schools Superintendent Roy D.
Loux said approval is expected
in two weeks.
•Senator Barbara Trafton (D-

Auburn) announced her intentions to introduce a bill
calling for a major
reorganization of county
government. The draft of that
legislation includes the
establishment of a county administration, five county
commissioners elected by
districts for two year terms, a
county finance board, and
delegation of the power to act on
the budget to the county commissioners.

WAREHOUSE
RESTAURANT
Full or part-time day waitress
and hostess positions opening. Contact Christy at 7828543.

Hampshire and Massachusetts
for help. He pointed out that if
Maine falls, they are next. Not
only that, but "there will only be
49 states, so you will have to take
a star off of every one of your
flags."
Governor King of
Massachusetts was adamant in
jefusing help. "Maine left
Massachusetts to form her own
state years ago. We asked them
to stay, but we weren't good
enough. Well, if you think we are
going to let them come crawling
back to us now, you're wrong at least not till they -estore the
death penalty."
Though the Canadians are
calling for peace negotiations,
many feel that this is merely a
tactic to lull the State Police into
a false sense of security. The
objectives of the Canadians are
believed to be twofold. First,
they plan to invade the ski areas
and nationalize (hem. Second,
they wish to occupy Lewiston.
thus liberating the FrenchCanadian Population.
To stop them, the Maine
National Guard has been
equipped with gas masks and
bottles of air taken from
Westbrook and Rum ford.
In anticipation of Canadian
Rule. French has become a
required course at Bates, and
College President Reynolds has
ordered work to begin immediately on the school's new
hockey rink.
When asked his opinion,
former New Hampshire
Governor Thompson stated: "if I
had it my way. we would give the
National Guard atomic weapons,
and nuke the Canadians back to
the Stone Age." Thompson withdrew his statement when an aide
pointed out that the Stone Age
might represent a technological
advancement for Canada.
When last seen, the Canadian
troop were headed for
Millinocket - good riddance!

-The Center Street

WINE

CHEESE
Shed

563 Center St.

(Just over the bridge to Auburn)

Discount beer wines
• Largest selection of •
imported cheeses
in the Twin Cities

& soda
Kegs & tappers
available at
the right price

Open 7 Days a Week from 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Wine chilled by request
783-7477

DATELINE: LEWISTON
•Lewiston firefighters successfully brought under control
an apartment building blaze
Wednesday evening that
threatened to destroy a four
story building at the corner of
Spruce and Park Streets.
It was the second major fire in
downtown Lewiston within eight
days. On Tuesday, February 20,
an apartment building was
extensively damaged and
several families were left
homeless when it burned.
•Lewiston's new charter, if
approved in a June referendum
vote, will include a hearing
board—civil service commission.
Voting Wednesday night,
Lewiston's Charter Commission
decided to create a combined
board commission that would
recommend civil service and
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Faculty Turnover
Disclosed For Coming Term
by Laura Radack

U.S. Senator and Bates graduate Edmund Muskie speaking
in Chase Lounge.

The number of faculty
members has remained stable
within the last few years and,
following this trend, there is no
expected change in numbers for
the 1979-1980 academic yoar. At
the present moment, sixteen
faculty members will be leaving
Bates after the end of this year.
The expansion of departments,
however, is in question now,
with the upcoming role of the
Educational Policy Committee
(EPCl report on updated
graduation requirements. The
request for expansion of a
department comes under rough
scrutiny by the administration.
There are several conditions
which a department must meet
to qualify for additional faculty
members. In determining
whether a department qualifies,
a committee composed of the
Dean of the Faculty and the
three Division Chairmen of the
faculty look into the kind of
curriculum offered by the

Senator Ed Muskie Returns To Bates
For China Lecture
by Tim Lundergan
Junior Reporter

Senator Ed Muskie spoke at
Bates February 15th at 3 p.m.
about his impressions of China,
which he toured just prior to the
normalization of relations between the mainland and the
United States. During his two
week visit Muskie was impressed
by the hard working and friendly
nature of the Chinese people,
seventy percent of whom are
farmers working the land by
hand. •
Muskie summed up his impression of China in three words,
"cabbages, bicycles, and people."
In Chinese cities, the streets
were always crowded with
people uniformly dressed in Mao
suits, making the sight of so
many people even more overwhelming. Muskie described
traffic jams which consisted
almost exclusively of backed up
lines of bicycles. There are over
1.5 million bicycles in Shanghai
alone. The staple of most diets in
China is the cabbage, a tastier
variety than the Western
species, which is sold at stands
nearly everywhere.
Muskie described the
priorities of the Chinese as
defense, trade and modernization, and resolution of the
Taiwan situation. The Senator
described his hosts as "paranoid"
about what they perceive as the
threat the Russians constitute to
them. During dinner debates
during his tour the Chinese
constantly expressed the fear
that the United States is not
sufficiently concerned about
Russian involvement in areas
such as the Persian gulf.
The Chinese also are intent on
modernizing their country, and
would like technological
assistance from the U.S. private
sector. The Senator showed
slides of a Chinese hospital which
he visited. The Chinese have
developed acupuncture, which
works on disorders of the nervous system. Muskie observed a
thyroid operation in which a
woman had acupuncture needles

placed in her ear lobes and
smiled to the audience as doctors
cut into her throat. The Chinese
have also developed synthetic
blood vessels made of silk which
the body does not reject, and
which are therefore superior to
Western types. However, according to Muskie, in other areas
the Chinese are desperately
lacking in modern facilities and
equipment.
The Senator's group visited a
very modern machine tool plant
in Shanghai, which employs
some 6.000 workers and makes
use of laser technology. In other
areas, however, the Chinese are
as much as forty years behind
the United States. China does
have enormous amounts of
untapped natural resources such
as coal which it would use to pay
for modernization efforts.
The slide projector which the
Senator was using (and which
the projectionist described as "an
antique") broke down after
Muskie had shown slides of
China's Great Wall; therefore,
the Senator turned the session
into a question and answer
period. He was asked if normalizing relations with China
would have an adverse effect on
Soviet-American relations. He
replied that "in the long run" it
may have beneficial effects.
Muskie considers the normalization move a "balancing of
tensions." not as playing the
China card. Opening up relations
would enable countries to more
easily resolve differences
peacefully.
Muskie was then asked if he
thought that normalization of
relations would have an adverse
effect on the international
refutation of the United States;
that is, if nations would see the
U.S. as wavering or abandoning
its allies.
Muskie replied 4hat most
countries recognized mainland
China long before the U.S. did.
As to the "abandonment" of
Taiwan, Muskie pointed out that
the original security treaty with
Taiwan did not require armed

U.S. intervention if Taiwan were
attacked. Under existing
agreements, the U.S, could
intervene in Taiwan if it felt it
was in the interests of the
country's security. Muskie
questioned whether the United
States would be willing to involve itself in another Asian
conflict, however. He also
pointed out that the Chinese with
whom he talked emphasized the
fact that they considered the
Taiwanese the same people as
themselves, that they did not
want to go to war against their
fellow countrymen, and that
even if they did China lacks the
ability to stage an amphibious
invasion of Taiwan.
The questions strayed from
the subject of China to include
the topics of health care and
transportation in the U.S.
(Continuedon Page 12)
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department. The purpose here is
to make sure that all the basic
fields of this department,
essential to a good undergraduate education are
covered. Another very important aspect examined is the
future of such needs. The
committee must ask themselves
if there will be any positive or
negative trends concerning a
particular field of interest. The
amount of student interest and
enrollment numbers are also
important factors.
Due to the commotion which
occurred as a result of the large
sizes of classes such as
Psychology 101 and Biology 153,
Dean Straub has commented
that popularity for a particular
department does not necessarily
qualify over a less popular
department. He emphasized that
a department which needs additional faculty members to
uphold a basic undergraduate
education would be better
qualified. The general education
needs of the college must also be
met. If hiring a new professor
would meet these certain needs,
departmental expansion would
be justified.
The committee makes
recommendations to the
President of the College according to priority needs once
the examination of the overall
needs is completed. If the
president authorizes the expansion, the search is made
within the college budget to see
if it is fiscally possible. If all is
"okayed" then the search is out
for possible candidates who go
through quite a rigorous interview and testing schedule.
Departmental needs are
updated every year. In the past,
this process has occurred in
October, but this year it will take
place in the spring. For the first
time, the Dean of the Faculty
plus the other three members of
the committee will attempt to
establish priorities for the school
for two years ahea instead of
one. The committee is now in the
process of revising the form and
statement that is sent out to all
the departments for the
evaluation of needs.
For the 1979-1980 academic
year, sixteen faculty members
will be entering Bates under
various circumstances. Seven
faculty members will be
replacing members who have
resigned. Three people will

«i

replace professors who will
participate in the Mellon
Fellowship Program. Another
five will temporarily replace
faculty members who have taken
sabbaticals or leaves of absence.
There is one new position which
was previously authorized in the
Economics Department. The
following is a list of the departments and the faculty members
who will be leaving:
Art: David Smith resigned to
accept a position at the
University of New Hampshire.
Biology: Two replacements
will be sought - one for Lisbeth
Francis who is leaving for a year,
and another for department head
Robert Chute who will be leaving
for one semester per year for the
next two years.
Chemistry: One replacement is
being sought for Virginia Curtis.
Economics: One position is
open as previously mentioned,
but no one is leaving.
English Carol Taylor and
Stanford Freedman will remain,
on the faculty to replace Eric.
Bromberger and James Hepburn. Hepburn is on sabbatical
for a year while Bromberger has
resigned.
Foreign Languages: One
replacement is sought for
Howard Goldman who has
resigned.
History: John Ackerman will
be leaving and Geoffrey Law will
be returning from the Mellon
Program.
Mathematics: Eric Robinson
will be returning to the faculty
and, as a result, John McCleary
will be leaving his temporary
position.
Music: Two replacements for
Ann Scott and George Waterman
are being sought.
Philosophy and Religion: One
replacement is sought for Mark
Okrent who will be participating
in the Mellon Program.
Physics and Astronomy: A one
year replacement is needed for
Jack Pribram who will be taking
a sabbatical leave.
Sociology and Anthropology:
The department was given
approval to find a replacement
for George Fetter who will be on
sabbatical for part of the year.
Theater and Speech: Two
replacements are being sought
for Norman Dodge, who has
resigned, and Martin Andrucki,
who will participate in the Mellon
Program.
Education. Geology. Political
Science, Psychology: No change.
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Unplanned Pregnancy: How To Deal With It
In the February 2nd issue of
The Bates Student an article,
"Birth Control: Facts and
Fallacies," was printed. The
point was brought out that no
method of contraception is 100%
perfect - not only that, in order
for any form of birth control to be
truly effective, the basic
procedures for its use must be
followed to the letter. In almost
any sexual liaison, pregnancy is a
possibility, however slight.
What does a woman do if she
suspects that she may be
pregnant? The first, and most
important step is to confirm the
pregnancy. This can be done at
any of the area hospitals through
the Bates Health Services. The
actual test is a simple, quick
urine test. It should be taken 1214 days after the menstrual
period should have begun. The
test is best taken in the morning
immediately after waking. If this
is impossible, a urine sample
should be taken then and
refrigerated and taken to the
hospital lab as soon as possible.
Home pregnancy tests, as
advertised on T.V. and in
magazines, are not generally
recommended. Although, a
positive test with this home
method usually confirms

pregnancy, a negative result
does not guarantee that a woman
is not pregnant. The overall
accuracy is questionable.
Another interesting point is that
marijuana and some forms of
medication can cause a false
positive test result in hospital
pregnancy tests.
Once a definite positive result
has been obtained, a very serious
decision needs to be reached. In
medical terminology, a decision
must be made whether or not to
"terminate" the pregnancy. By
no means should this decision be
reached alone, according to the
literature on the subject. The
woman should discuss the
question with her partner and
with various other people who
are available for counseling.
Counseling services are
available through the Bates
Health Services with either Dr.
James, college gynecologist; Dr.
Akerburg. psychiatrist; or Susan
Kalma, nurse practitioner. In
addition, there are several
counseling agencies outside the
Bates community. Some of these
include: Birthline, at 382
Sabattus St. in Lewiston; the
Department of Human Services
Problem Pregnancy Program
located at 179 Lisbon St.,

Lewiston; and several others. To
obtain a complete listing of the
various pregnancy counseling
services as they have a complete
directory of all of the programs
available.
These agencies also serve as
the major resource if the decision
is reached to complete the
pregnancy. Many offer a wide
variety of services including
initial pregnancy testing, general
planning, pre and post natal
nutrition and care education,
adoption services, etc.
Should the decision for
abortion be made during the first
three months of pregnancy,
legally the decision is between
the woman and her doctor. At
this stage, the risk to the woman
is slight. From three to six
months the risk to the woman is
greater and, legally, at the point
the state can intervene. After six
months, very stringent
regulations govern abortion both
on medical and moral grounds.
Basically, abortion is available
then only if the pregnancy
greatly threatens the life of the
woman.
In the first three months of
pregnancy, abortion is a
relatively simple procedure.
After a routine physical

examination, a local anaesthetic
is applied as the cervix is slowly
dilated - the opening to the womb
widened
three to ten
millimeters or approximately
one/eighth of one inch. This
enables the physician to perform
the actual abortion. Although a
variety of methods are available,
one of the more common is one in
which the physician inserts a
small plastic suction tube into the
womb. This draws the fetus out.
Next, the uterine lining is gently
scraped for any remaining fetal
particles. The entire procedure
lakes about ten minutes.
Most abortions are uneventful.

College Displays
Concern For Non-Smokers
Cigarette smoking has been
determined to be hazardous to
the health of smokers by the
Surgeon General of the United
States and the American Medical
Association. Similar warnings
are printed on all American sold
cigarette packages, and a
movement exists attempting to
educate smokers regarding the
ill effects of smoking such as
bronchitis, emphysema, heart

Marijuana Laws Vary From State To State
by Melissa Weisstuch
Senior Reporter
State laws regarding the
possession of marijuana are
constantly changing. The amount
of the drug that a person may
have in his possession, and the
fines or prison sentences involved vary from state to state.
Maine is one of eleven states
which has decriminalized the
possession of pot for personal
use. This means that no arrest
can take place, and an operation
very similar to that of receiving a
traffic ticket is employed. A
small fine is imposed; up to $200
in Maine, and $250 in Mississippi.

The other nine states under this
plan, with fines of up to $100 are:
Alaska, California, Colorado.
Ohio, Oregon, Minnesota,
Nebraska, New York and North
Carolina. No criminal record is
established.
Another group of states:
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana.
Michigan, Missouri, Montana.
Nevada (only applying to persons
under 211, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New Mexico. Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Texas, and Washington;
impose a prison sentence
(varying from up to 30 days in
Hawaii to up to six months in

Newly Acquired
Beach Land Intended
For ''Living Laboratory
Bates College has recently
obtained a large tract of beach
land located near Bath, Maine.
The barrier beach, known as
Seawall Beach is part of a tract of
land of over 600 acres of "unspoiled marsh and uplands"
which has been donated to the
college for educational use. The
land was donated to Bates by the
St. John family.
The beach itself is fifteen miles
south of Bath, located adjacent to
Popham Beach State Park and
between the Morse and Sprague
Rivers which are tidal rivers.
The land, including over 150
acres of salt marshes, is rich in
rare biological specimens. As the
potential danger to such plant
and wildlife is great, the beach
will not be open for general
recreation purposes to anyone.
The college plans to keep the
area as a "living laboratory."
President Reynolds promised
that the land would be kept in "as
natural a state as possible." It is
hoped that students from Bates

and other institutions can use the
land to work on projects of
(Continued on Page 121

New Jersey and Texas or one
year in Illinois and Indiana). The
amount of the optional fine can
vary too, from only $20 for
possession of up to one ounce in
South Dakota to up to one year
and/or a $1000 fine in Illinois.
The amount of the fine varies
with the amount of marijuana in
possession.
Eight states provide maximum
penalties of under one year
and/or fines of less than $500 for
any amount: Arkansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Utah, Vermont, and Wisconsin.
Oklahoma provides up to one
year with no fine, and Delaware
enforces up to two years and/or
up to $500.
Iowa, West Virginia, and
Wyoming have sentences of up to
six months and/or $1000.
The following states essentially require up to one year in
prison and/or fines of up to $100
for possession of any amount of
marijuana: Alabama, Arizona,
Maryland, North Dakota,

Tennessee, Virginia, and the
District of Columbia. The law in
Kansas is similar, but the courts
there can impose an optional fine
of up to $2,500.
Nevada has an additional law
referring to possession by
persons over tha age of 21. As
the most severe law in the
country, it enforces from one to
six years in prison and/or a $2000
fine.
According to TIME magazine,
marijuana has been in use since
the 15th century B.C.. when the
Chinese used it as an anesthetic,
a ritual potion, a condiment, and
an intoxicant. Today it is under
consideration for relieving the
eyeball pressure experienced by
glaucoma patients and to reduce
the vomiting of cancer patients
receiving drug therapy.
The drug includes over 100
different chemical substances,
and the effects of only some of
them are known. * The above
laws were compiled from
Congressional Digest, February,
1979.

College Willing
To Accommodate Handicapped
Does Bates adequately provide
for handicapped students?
Relatively few handicapped
students apply to Bates.
However, according to Admissions Director Bill Hiss, the
school's policy is to consider
applications without regard to
the applicant's handicap. Should
the student be admitted to
Bates, the* school will then make
adjustments to meet the
student's special needs. For
instance, if a handicapped
student wished to take a French
course normally held on the third
floor of Hathorn, the meeting
place of that class would be
switched to a more accessible
location.
Treasurer Bernie Carpenter

explained that the law does not
require that all buildings on
campus be provided with access
for handicapped people. The cost
of that would be prohibitive for a
small college. However, the law
does specify that handicapped
students must be exposed to a
representative selection of
experiences available at the
campus. For instance, all dorms
need not be renovated and
equipped with ramps or
elevators for the benefit of
parapalegic students. However,
at least one large dorm and one
house should be available in
which the student could operate
without assistance.
Newer buildings are newly
renovated buildings such as J.B.

There may be a slight temporary
rise in temperature and some
menstrual-like bleeding may
occur. Antibiotics may be administered to lessen chances of
infection. An observation period
of approximately one hour is a
standard procedure.
Regular physical exams
following the abortion are highly
recommended along with subsequent birth control counseling.
Additional information and
counseling is available through
the Bates Health Services. They
are readily available to answer
all questions and all inquiries are
kept strictly confidential.

have been designed so that they
are accessible to handicapped
students. Older buildings create
more more of a problem. Bernie
Carpenter remarked that the
school has compiled a folder "the
size of a Sears and Roebuck
catalogue" which describes in
detail which rooms on campus
can and cannot be reached in a
wheelchair, and exactly which
route must be taken to those
rooms which are accessible.
The school also has in storage a
number of ramps which can be
installed to make access easier to
various buildings around the
campus should the need arise.
The college also reviews the
situation periodically in meetings
(Continued on Page 12)

ailments, and cancer. With the
increased awareness of the harm
tobacco may have on smokers, a
concern for the non smoker who
has been forced to breathe air
polluted by burning cigarettes,
has arisen.
Although the effects of tobacco
smoke in the air on a non-smoker
are difficult to determine, there
exists some evidence that the
chemicals in the smoke of a
burning cigarette may be as
harmful to the non-smoker as to
the smoker. Many non-smokers
suggest that smoke irritates the
throat and eyes, as well as
smelling unpleasant. Recent laws
concerning the places a person
may or may not smoke have been
passed in the United States. All
buses, airplanes, and trains must
have sections for smokers apart
from sections for non-smokers.
No smoking is allowed in
hospitals, courtrooms, and
federal and state municipal
buildings. Many establishments
have followed suit, with some
restaurants providing . operate
sections for smokers and nonsmokers, and many playhouses
and arenas discouraging
smoking. Smoking on elevators
is also prohibited.
The move to protect the nonsmoker is also reflected on the
Bates College campus. The
college does not allow smoking at
Commons, in Chase Hall, in the
library (save the Smoking
Lounge, Fileen Hall movies, and
many, professors do not allow
smoking in class.
The attempt to educate the
smoker is also present on
campus. The Health Services
have made available literature on
the effects of smoking and Nurse
Practitioner Susan Kalma is
researching a package which aids
the smoker in "quitting the
habit." The Health Services also
provide consultation with regard
to smoking, and will aid students
who are attempting to stop
smoking.
There exist added problems to
living in a dorm and smoking,
since a non-smoker may have to
come in nearly constant contact
with cigarette fumes. A further
risk to residents of a dorm in
which people smoke is the chance
of fire. Many students do not
allow smoking in their rooms.
With the increased knowledge
concerning the damage a
cigarette can do to one's health,
people at Bates and outside seem
more willing to answer "no" to
the familiar question, "May I
smoke?"
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AWARD PRESENTATION - Notice the flags in the
background. They are part of a set of flags every President
brings to his home after leaving office. Included are the flags of
the United States, the President, the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, and Coast Guard. President Nixon related a story involving another set of Presidential flags. At one point when he
was President, it was brought to his attention that President
Truman did not have a set of flags. Shortly thereafter, Nixon
delivered the flags to Truman at his home.

Nixon Co ft
Illun 11
Many Inter*; »1

Nixon commented that the elds
IChinese officials are very good I'titi.
about sightseeing, wanting their jrld'
guests to see all points of in- divii
terest. He urged the students cogr
making the trip to make ?•
ML ,
effort, as one should in any
KC
totalitarian country, to com- pic i
municate with the common id t
man. Nixon described the ople
© 1979, The Bates Student
average Chinese native as iJld
"enormously curious" and ese i
by Robert Cohen
Upon entering the office of the friendly. He added that the heir]
37th president of the United Chinese, regardless of oc- Ithou
States, I could not help being cupation or education, are "Q
both impressed and a~p- people of great subtlety and roks
prehensive. It was difficult to dignity," very different from u're
know exactly what to expect the "coolies" of days past. The avel
upon meeting Richard Nixon 1 average man in China or Russia lvisi
was pleased to find a pleasant, likes Americans and always MSI
MEMORABILIA SHELVES - Gifts from around the world fill
amiable man whose friendliness remembers his first friends.' e m
President Nixon's office. The items on the top shelf represent a
immediately put me at ease. It is important, according to whil
hobby of Mrs. Nixon's. Notice the Buddha in the lower left hand
President Nixon walked from Nixon, not to talk down (or iqfl #n
corner of the photograph. This art work was a gift from the
behind his desk to greet me as I
King of Nepal in 1957. The Buddha has an Asian face.
entered his office -a large,
bright room overlooking the
Pacific Ocep . For the next
hour, we spoke about a variety
of subjects, ranging from Bates
College to the world situation to
my own personal concerns. I
found President Nixon to be an
adept conversationalist as well
as an attentive listener. He was
aware of Bates College and had
visited Lewiston a number of
years ago while campaigning
for a candidate in Maine.
Throughout our discussion, I
was impressed by President
Nixon's good humor and entertaining conversation.
Following is a summary of his
remarks:
ELEPHANTS ROW - Among the many elephant statues in\ President Nixon spoke at
President Nixon's office are these three. The many statues are length regarding Professor
Fetter's upcoming trip to China.
from Africa, China, Morocco, Japan, and India.
He prefaced his comments with
a bit of humorous advice to those
students travelling to Chinaone doesn't have to worry about
getting Montezuma's Revenge.
Nixon warned not to expect the
exotic and interesting food that
is prepared in Hong Kong and
Bangkok, adding that to the Chinese.
Americans' conception of
Nixon also suggested visiting will
Chinese food is totally foreign in the Chinese universities. He Die ii
comparison to the actual described the students, only the lent
cuisine. In reality, most Chinese best of whom are able to attend, leriei
do not even know what Chop as "very intelligent" and ex mer
Suey is. Excellent, clean, and tremely hardworking. TlO #sii
nourishing food, far surpassing Chinese system includes a Mace
the days when dog meat was comprehensive examination
regularly prepared, may be given to all students in sixM
expected. One may expect to eat grade. Those who pass go on to ixor
a good deal of food, but neither higher education while those I) ha'
CORONATION BARGE - This item was presented as a gift
lose nor gain weight. Although who fail move into laboring orld
from the President of Thailand.
little meat and fish are served, occupations. In this way, a lay;
the Chinese do "marvelous screening process necessitate} fegP<
things with vegetables," ac- by China's enormous iress
cording to Nixon. He concluded population, only the "best" of enef
his discussion of cuisine com- the students are concentrated OB
menting that the Chinese cooks in the educational system. OiM afh
may be considered "the French problem created by such a setti
f Asia" as a result of their system may be realized when i not
many talents fn food considering Winston Churchill, nite
who was inefficient in mar(| 3>A
preparation.

r

is

LA CASA PACIFICA - The inner gate to the Nixon's San
Clemente home. A variety of trees and shrubbery line the
driveway to the house.

RARE BUDDHA - Prttdett I
unique items in his collection of a
Buddha is of special interest be
•rarity. The statue was a gift tn
1953.
$
#
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I fVersation
i inates
sting Topics
■Ids while in school, but
entually became one of the
orld's great leaders. Such an
dividual may fail to be
cognized under the Chinese

SECURITY MEASURES - The main gate at the Nixon*jp
property in San Clemente. Visitors check in by telephone (to '/:
left of gate, next to street light) before the gates are electronically opened. La Casa Pacifka is to the left upon entry.

fim.

Nixon next brought up the
pic of college-age individuals
id his personal advice for
lople in that age group. "I
>uld urge the young people
ese days. . . (to) . . . broaden
heir) education by travel."
Ithough also mentioning that
'a\ is the time to read the
OOKS you'll never read when
lU're older," Nixon stressed
avel's value as a primary goal,
ivising to borrow the funds if
eessary. He suggested Asia as
lie most interesting and woriwhile location for travel,
i#rnenting that we don't know

countries would most likely
spread worldwide.
On the subject of sports, Nixon
noted the recent
U.S.S.R./American All-Stars
hockey games, pointing out that
one reason for the U.S. loss may
be the team sport nature of
hockey. He feels that a team like
the Montreal Canadiens, having
played together for a number of
years, may have done better
against the Russians. When
blacks in sports were mentioned. Nixon recognized the
major contributions that blacks
have made to all sports, with the
exception of hockey —a
humorous note considering the
recent loss. On a more serious
note, he pointed out that blacks'
success in sports is "good for
(blacks and) . .
good for
sports." Nixon also expressed
amazement at the current
salaries being paid to sports
figures. As an example, he
mentioned the rise in golf purses
from $10,000 to $250,000 in the
past few years, also commenting that the increased
money in sports "revolutionizes
everything."
Nixon's most interesting
comments were in reference to
Mexican-Americans. He is of the
opinion that "the Mexicans will
soon pass the Italians" in their
numerical minority status.
Speaking primarily about
Nixon by The Bates
California, Nixon labeled the
immigrants as good, hard
working people and expressed
concern over the seemingly
ridiculous situation of having
Aigh about it and that Asia such a large number of people
[will possibly play the dominant breaking the law by their mere
le in the future." Europe was presence in the United States.
nentioned as a great ex- He feels that something must be
crience, but much more like worked out with the unions and
erica. In the words of the ex- the federal government so that
sident. "Asia is a different these people, many of whom
occupy jobs that would otherlace.
«ie subject of China and the wise be vacant, may work in the
S.R. was briefly discussed, United States legally.
President Nixon was exixon commented that if we are
i have a chance for a peaceful tremely cooperative during the
orld, the United States must entirety of our conversation. His
lay a part with both countries, topical remarks and willingness
t^jponding to the often ex- to allow me to take notes were
iressed opinion about the greatly appreciated. Also aplenefits of the two Communist preciated were an item by item
Hntfles being at odds with description of the many novel
™n other, Nixon asserted that mementos in the San Clemente
setting one against the other" office, a tour of the office
> not in the best interests of the complex, and the courtesy and
nited States and that a war cooperation of President
b£ween the Communist Nixon's entire staff.

VIETNAMESE PAINTING - This painting was presented to
President Nixon on his trip to Asia as vice-president in 1956.
The presentation was made by the Vietnamese president at the
time. The painting, taking nine months to complete, illustrates
a typically Vietnamese scene, with white herons, bamboo, a
blood red sky, and a rising or setting sun.

OFFICE COMPLEX - The main building among a small group
of office buildings used by President Nixon and his staff. The
building, containing Nixon's main office, is located near La Casa
Pacilica and overlooks the Pacific Ocean.

1

t de# Nixon holding one of the more
tm of memorabilia. The third century
enst because of its Greek face — a
i gift from the King of Afganistan in •

PLACE MARKERS - These items were used as place
markers at a luncheon given by the King and Queen of Thailand
for President and Mrs. Nixon. The Nixons admired the
masques and, according to custom, were presented with the
admired pieces as they were leaving.

NIXON - Richard Nixon autographing a copy of his memoirs.
The president has signed approximately 36,000 of the books
since its publication, including an initial 15,000 for the special
edition. At one time. President Nixon was able to sign 400
copies an hour and still signs over 100 per week. President
Nixon mentioned that the material collected for his memoirs,
including 20,000 yellow legal pad sheets, was substantial
enough to have produced a three volume work.
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O.C.C. Headed Away
From Placement Office Image

Several Colleges'
Grade Distribution
Statistics Compared
by Lori Borst
Recently there has been a rising interest in Bates' grade distribution, especially in comparison with other schools. Dean Carignan has
compiled a survey of fourteen participating colleges marking the
grade distribution at their respective schools for a four year period.
In comparing the number of A's given in the different schools, there
is a broad range. Bates gave, on the average, 23% of their grades as A
while other schools such as Amherst (32.8%) and Pumona (34.4%)
gave much higher percentages. The percentages of B's also varied
greatly from William and Mary (34.4%) up to Amherst (52.5%). These
are extremes however, with the majority of percentages falling in the
range between 42% and 44%. Of the schools surveyed, Bates distributed the highest percentage of C's (24%). Bates, while not having the
highest number of D's, does have a relatively high percentage of 4.5%.
Colleges
Amherst (675-699)

Bates (600-624)

Bowdoin (624-649)

Hamilon (625-649)

Haverford (650-674)

Trinity (625-649)

Tufts (625-649)

Union (625-649)

William and Mary

Year
1976-7
1975-6
1974-5
1973-4
1976-7
1975-6
1974-5
1973-4
1976-7
1975-6
1974-5
1973-4
1976-7
1975-6
1974-5
1973-4
1976-7
1975-6
1974-5
1973-4
1976-7
1975-6
1974-5
1976-7
1975-6
1974-5
1976-7
1975-6
1974-5
1973-4
1976-7
1975-6

ABC
D
F
32.8 52.5
10.5
1.3
1.3
34.3 51.0 10.4
1.4
1.5
32.7 54.4 10.5
1.2
1.3
31.3 53.9 19.9
1.7
1.3
23.
44.
24.
4.5
1.5
22.
44.
25.
5.
1.
22.
45.
25.
4.
1.
20.5 44.
27.
4.5
1.3
25.1 High Honor;
43.6 Honor
25.3 High Honor;
44.37 Honor
23.2 High Honor;
NA
Not Available
24.3 47.7 21.1
5.1
1.5
31.7 46.7
16.6
3.3
1.5
25.9 45.6 18.7
4.2
1.5
23.6 45.
23.1
5.7
1.7
26.1 41.2
6.
0.4
1.4
28.4 58.6
9.6
1.9
1.5
30.7 58.3
7.8
1.5
1.7
32.2 54.5
9.1
1.8
2.4
28.2 42.7 12.3
2.0
.7
29.6 41.6 12.3
2.0
.9
28.5 43.1
12.8
1.9
.8
Not Available
27.
45.5 15.
3.
1.0
35.4 44.8 15.2
3.2
1.5
Not Available
31.
41.
22.
5.
2.
32.5 40.7 20.5
4.7
1.6
31.1 40.8 21.6
4.7
1.6
29.4 41.3 22.3
5.
1.7
23.5 34.4 21.5
4.9
3.9
22.5 37.7 22.9
5.6

Those institutions whose percentages do not add up to 100% had
other categories such as: no credit, incomplete, pass, etc.
The parenthesis indicate college board norms for 1972.

by Jon Marcus
Senior Reporter
Tucked away above the
Alumni House on Frye Street,
the Bates Office of Career
Counseling is perhaps onOe of the
school's most underutilized
resources.
As the Director of the OCC.
Steve Johansson, sees it. his job
is "getting people to think about
what they're going to do when
they get out of here. Ten years
ago," he continues, "what offices
like this did was to take a student
and a job and put them together.
What we're doing now is less
placement work and more career
counseling. We're helping them
to start that exploration."
Johansson feels that this
procedure has proved very
successful. "For people that are
willing to do the work this is very
effective. It's an empowering
process." To support this process
the OCC stresses internships and
summer employment designed to
help students discover their real
career interests.
Despite this feeling of success,
because of the nature of their
work the OCC staff cannot
determine their exact success
rate. "This is something we have
a hard time getting a grasp on.
From last year's class we know
where about one-third are. It's as
effective as people make it."
Figures on placement are
available from the years 1970
through 1977. They show a sharp
decline in the number of
graduates going on to the
military. In 1977. .3% of
graduates went into the military;
in addition. 24.5% went to
graduate or professional school.
A sharp decline in students
seeking a career in teaching also
dropped to 5.3% in 1977.
Business and industry drew
23.8% of graduates in 1977, a
dramatic increase from the 9%
figure in 1970. Other graduates

Maine Tax Structure
Effects Students

by Jon Marcus
While evidence of Maine state
services seems rare from within
the college community, Maine
state taxes certainly effect
students here. From sales taxes
to income taxes, the burden of
the extra obligations are felt by
all.
Individuals are responsible for
paying income tax if they
"Maintain a permanent place of
abode in Maine and spend more
than 183 days of the taxable year
in Maine." A domicile, or permanent place of abode, does not
include a dormitory.
Nonresidents, however, are
also obligated to pay income tax
to the state under the assumption that: "the taxable income of
a nonresident individual shall be
that part of his federal adjusted
gross income derived from
sources within this state." It
must not exceed 16% of adjusted
gross income. A nonresident
must submit an income tax
return as a nonresident who "has
adjusted gross income from
sources in this state of more than
$1,000 if single."
The taxes themselves are

comprised of 1% of total income
for an individual making under
$2,000. The scale goes up from
that point; for example, a person
whose income falls between
$2,000 and $4,000 must pay $20
plus 2% of the excess over
$2,000; someone making $4,000
to $6,000 pays $60 plus 4% of the
excess over $4,000.
An individual's taxable income, the law explains, "shall be
his federal adjusted gross income
as defined in the laws of the
United States." In addition, tax
returns must be filed on or
before the due date of a federal
income return.
Beyond this direct income tax,
students are also called upon to
comply with the 5% state sales
tax "on the value of all tangible
personal property and telephone
and telegraph service sold at
retail in this state and upon
rentals" of rooms, houses, lots,
cars, etc. Sales and use tax
regulation number 2. title 36.
section 1760, issued October 24,
1977, exempts schools in accordance with Title 30.
Organizations "must apply for a
certificate of exemption from the

State Tax Assessor or forms to
be furnished therefor."
Other taxes which affect
students include those imposed
on motor fuel, as put into law in
October of 1975. This excise tax
is set at 9c per gallon on internal
combustion engine fuel sold
within the state.

went on to social service and nonprofit activities, secretarial,
clerical, technical or scientific
professions. One third of the
class did not report their career
activities after graduation. A
present, 1978 graduates have
been contacted about their own
plans, again with a disappointing
response. The parents of those
students will be contacted again
in June for a more detailed
survey. "We probably hear more
from the people that go away
happy." Mr. Johansson continued. "The product is hard to
gauge."
Other comparable schools have
similarly comparable placement
and counseling offices, but the
OCC stresses counseling to a
greater extent. Discussing these
differences, Mr. Johansson notes
that "Colby has one full-time
person. At Bowdoin they have
four people who wear different
hats - the director is also in
charge of the student center and
another member is in charge of
the senior center. Trinity has
two. Amherst has one. Wesleyan
has two. Everyone is doing
career counseling now. Big
schools still have a pretty big
placement function. We get
students to the point where they
place themselves."
Outside of summer jobs and
internship experiences, the OCC
hosts recruiters to interview
potential employees from among
the student body. One problem
in this type of activity is that a
diverse group of occupations
cannot be adequately
represented. An OCC handbook
on the subject reports that
"Unfortunately, only the very
large profit-making
organizations are able to anticipate months in advance their
needs for college graduates.
Because smaller organizations...cannot predict future needs
this accurately, college
recruiting visits from these
groups are unrealistic.
"The large profit-making
organizations that typically visit
include non-technical business
and industrial organizations...Companies interested in
hiring for research and
development, production, and
finance do not usually recruit
liberal arts students directly
from college."
Mr. Johansson recognizes this
as a problem and hopes for "more
of a divergent representation.
We have a lot of insurance

companies. We like them to come
because they hire people, but
we'd like to get more banking
and retail concerns." To further
this end, the OCC staff will be
working this summer on attracting such recruiters.
To get an idea of how Bates
compares to other schools in the
realm of placement services, the
Student spoke with Mr. Michael
Powers, a recruiter with
URALCO. while he was on
campus recently.
"Interviewing is handled about
the same at most schools," Mr.
Powers, who knows both sides of
the coin having graduated from
college only two years ago,
explained. "Most try to get an
impression of what we think
about interviewees. This company would rather not explicitly
tell them, but they get a general
idea." Mr. Powers advocates "an
effective system to focus you to
generalities." the same type of
program the OCC now follows.
"To stay general, I feel, is best."
Still, he believes a career
counseling program can become
overly stressed. "As far as an
active role, I feel the most important thing they can do is
diversify the number of courses
and programs." Leaving college
is "a traumatic experience.
There's a whole world out there.
Your options are almost
limitless, and you have to handle
it without a guidance counselor
or a college course guide."
In the future, Director
Johansson hopes that his office
will "grow to the point where
there are so many people in
internships that we have to hire
somebody just to do internship
programs." He also wants to
acquire audio/visual material to
use for such things as practice
interviews, and hopes to appeal
to corporations to fund such
materials.
The administration, he feels,
has been supportive of the OCC,
though "some ways are pretty
subtle. I think the president and
Jim Carignan have been extremely supportive of what we're
doing."
Mr. Johansson concluded by
explaining "one of the biggest
favors you could do us is to get
people to stop thinking of us as a
placement function.
"When people make the
transition from school to work it
is dramatic step. We're trying to
make it as smooth, anxiety-free,
and effective as we can."

Seizure Of Alleged Stolen Property
Within College Security's J urisdiction
by Jon Marcus
Senior Reporter
Controversy over a
questionable search and seizure
of property by Bowdoin College
security officers during that
school's Christmas vacation has
led to the surprising revelation
that the action on the part of
security was legal.
The problem started when a
student working in the security
office notified the administration
that approximately twenty-five
signs, various flags, marijuana
paraphernalia (bongs and pipes)
and a Bates College plaque had
been confiscated from students'

rooms. Bowdoin Security Chief
Larry Joy, in an interview with
the Bowdoin ORIENT, explained: "We went over to the
fraternity and found the door
wide open. I thought to myself
'let's get this stuff out of here,'
which we did. We simply wanted
to protect the students involved." Later. Dean of Students
Wendy Fairey disclosed to the
ORIENT that "Property which
might belong to the town, to the
College, or McDonald's, and
about which inquiries had been
made by the owner, should not
be taken from students' rooms."
These comments and the chain
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of events that preceded them
began a public uproar which was
reported in most Maine
newspapers, the Maine Times.
The Boston Globe and various
other news media. A front \ age
story in the Portland PtdssHerald on February 5 rep< -ted
the comments of Cumbe land
County District Attorney F snry
N. Berry III who "ac used
Bowdoin College official) of
fostering a policy vhich
reportedly allows students found
with stolen goods in their rooms
to escape the consequences that
a hiuh school dropout might face
(Continued on Page 11)
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Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes - lett to right: Ed Man ion,
Billy Rush, Alan Berger, La Bamba, Kevin Kavanaugh, Rick
Gazda, Stan Harrison, Steve Becker, Bob Muckln, Southside Johnny.

Southside Johnny
And The Asbury Jukes
To Appear At Bates

•

t

Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes will be appearing
at Bates College Wednesday,
March 14 in Alumni Gym.
Though they have been
recording and touring only since
1975, the band has already
received national recognition.
This is not only because their
home ground is Asbury Park,
N.J., in legend the new rock
Valhalla, but in reality a brokendown resort town which saw its
best days long before the Jukes
or Springsteen were born. It has
little to do with the fact that the
Jukes' manager-producer-chief
songwriter Steve Van Zandt is a
member of Springsteen's E
Street Band. In fact, to anyone
who has heard the Jukes, or seen
their concerts, the band's appeal
is based upon something deeper.
Not only have they triumphed
over adversity, escaping the
seaside slums, but there is
something magical at work. Call
it conviction.
Southside Johnny Lyon is 30.
To him there is one key musical
concept: integrity. The Jukes do
not follow fad or fashion. They
are perhaps the only ten-piece
horn based band in America
which plays rock and roll and
R&B rather than disco music.
The band has made three
albums: "I Don't Want To Go
Home" (April, 19761; "This Time
It's For Real" (December 19761;
and "Hearts Of Stone" (1978).
The band's lineup includes:
familiars Berger, Lyon,

XS

PHARMACY

"We Cash Checks"
417 Main Street
Lewiston, Maine
783-1115
10% DISCOUNT
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
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Kavanaugh, and Rush; drummer
Steve Becker; trumpets Rick
Bazda and Bob Muckin; the
celebrated trombonist LaBamba;
tenor sax player Stan Harrison;
and baritone sax man Ed
Manion.
Together, the Jukes have
reached the level of personal
expression all blues based artists
constantly strive for. They have
converted their blues and R&B
background into a rock and roll
hybrid, informed by everything
that has come before it but still
fresh and unique.

THEATRE
PORTLAND
The Portland Stage Company.
15 Temple St.. 774-0465. "Crime
on Goat Island" by Ugo Betti,
February 23-March 25. Matinees
on March 18 and 25, curtain time
Thursday-Sunday 8 p.m.,
matinees at 2 p.m.
The Portland Lyric Theater.
176 Sawyer St., S. Portland. 7997195. "Happy Birthday"
romantic comedy by Anita Loos.
March 1,2,3.9,10. 8:15 p.m.
March 11,7:15 p.m.
The Portland Players. 120
Cottage Rd. S. Portland, 7997337. "The Prime of Miss
Square." March 16-18. 23-25. 30.
31. curtain: Thurs.. Fri., Sat..
8:30 p.m. Sunday 7:00 p.m.
MUSIC
BANGOR
Bangor Symphony Orchestra.
Peakes Auditorium, Bangor U.S.
945-6408. Cconductor and Music
Director-Miles Morgan. March
11 (4 p.m.I music of Bucherini,
Haydn, and Wagner. April 22 (4
p.m.) music of Rossini,
Beethoven, Ives and Strauss
played by the Yuval Trio.
BIDDEFORD
York County Community
Concerts. Biddeford City
the'atre. March 7 (8 p.m.) The
New Christy Minstrels.
ORONO
Ballet sponsored by U-Maine
school of Performing Arts, dance
division, Lord Hall 581-7336.
March 20 (p.m.) an evening with
Martha Graham.
PORTLAND
The Portland Concert
Association. March 11-Donald
Gramm, bass baritone with the
Metropolitan Opera. 3:00 p.m. at
Portland City Hall Auditorium,
call 774-2578 for ticket info.
The New Black Eagle Jazz
Band. New Orleans. Dixieland
Jazz Group. March 3rd, 8:15 at
Portland City Hall, sponsored by

The Fools

University of Southern Maine,
call Downeast ticket center 7742578 or University of S. Maine
Alumni Assoc. 780-4110.
LEWISTON
Portland Symphony Orchestra
String Quartet. March 7 (8 p.m.)
in Bates Chapel. FREE
Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes Wednesday,
March 14. 8:30. Bates Alumni
Gym. $6.00 Hates Advance. 8.00
at the door. Also appearing,
"The Fools."
ART EXHIBITS
TREAT GALLERY. BATES
March 11-April 22. sculptures
by Harriet Matthews.
PORTLAND MUSEUM OF
FINE ARTS, 111 High St. 7756148
March 13-April 22. 20th
Century Masters of Maine (TuesSat.. 10-5; Sun. 2-5; Closed
Mondays)
^UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN
MAINE - Center Gallery
Feb. 28-Mar. 26 Deer Isle
Artists. 9 a.m.-5.p.m.. 7 p.m.-9
p.m. daily
MOVIES
Belview Cinema, Pine St.,
Lewiston 4-9882 $1.50 admission
"Every Which Way But Loom"
Fri.. Sat.-7 & 9 p.m.; 7 p.m.
Sun.-Thurs.
Empire Theatre, 142 Main St..
Ijewiston. 2-3131 $3 admission
"Animal House" 7 & 9 p.m.
Fri., Sat.; 7 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
Cinema Northwood Shopping
Ctr. Main St.. Lewiston 2-1431
$3.50 adm.
"Fast Break" - "North Ave.
Irregulars "7 &9p.m.
Lewiston Twin Cinema.
Promenade Mall. Lewiston 43033
Starling Feb. 28: "Force Ten

Black Arts
Week Highlighted
By Poets' Readings
by Melissa Weisstuch
Senior Reporter
Lectures by two black poets
and a series of films highlighted
Black Arts Week, sponsored by
the Afro-American Society
during February 5 through 10.
The purpose of Black Arts Week
"was to give the campus a better
awareness of black culture
through black poets and black
authors," said Benny Blanton,
one of the Afro-Am members
who played a major role in
bringing the speakers to the
Bates campus.
B.F. M'aiz, a former prison
inmate, read his poetry on
February 5. Maiz was born in
Alabama and dropped out of

Cheap Trick:
Rock V Roll Band In Greatest Tradition
by Jim Fitzgerld
Junior Reporter
Cheap Trick: at Budokan
(Recorded Live)
Punk rock hmmm
no.
Cheap Trick.is not a punk rock
band, though they started as
one. Cheap Trick's musicianship
and unique style of songwriting
(masterminded by lead guitarist
Ricky Nielsen) qualify the as a
fine rock #'n' roll band in the
greatest tradition. As Rolling
Stone has said: "This band may
be the hope of rock..." The album

"at Budokan" was recorded live
during their spring 1978 tour of
Japan. Unlike most live albums,
it consists only of one record,
recorded during one show, including the opening and encore
songs. The album has ten cuts,
none of which are "throwaways."
The familiar songs are there "Surrender," "I Want You to
Want Me," and "Ain't That A
Shame" being an awesome three
in a row on the second side. The
less familiar songs are also very
strong, all delivered in Cheap
Trick's auspicious, "controlled

from Navarone," "Hard Core"
Starting Mar. 2: "Billion Dollar
Hoboe"
Starting Mar. 9: "The Wiz."
Sat. 1 p.m. matinees $1.50 other
shows 6:45 & 9 p.m. $3.50.
CLUBS
PORTLAND
Loft - Franklin Arterial &
Marginal Way. 773-7239-very
large dance floor, but gets very
crowded. Tuesday is Ladies
Night.
Bottoms Up - 540 Forest Ave.
773-9189 Cover Charge- Small,
small dance floor
Jim's Night Club - 144 Middle
st. - Bottle Club March 2 : "Brat
and Mirrors" March 3 • "Mary
and Anne Hanson"
Old Port Tavern - Old Port
Restaurant and Pub. No cover large, but relaxing / March 2-3
Kathy Slcbbins, guitar
Hollow Reed - 344 Fore St.
Restaurant/Club. Jazz Music.
March 2-3 Mark Perry Duo
Free St. Pub - 24 Free St. no
cover/dancing Mar. 2-3
"Magnum" (rock)
BRUNSWICK
llowdoin Steakhouse - Main
St. Restaurant/Bar March 2-3
Lance Brown, contemporary
Ruffled Grouse - 11 Town Hall
Place Reslaurant/Bar-small.
good food. Mar 2-3 Beth
Borgerhoff & Creighton Lindsey,
Folk/Pop Duo
LEWISTON-AUBURN
Cellar Door - 77 Main St.
Auburn 4-2721 EntertainmentT.B.A.
Round House - 170 Center St.
Auburn 4-1331. "Instant Replay"
- Diversified
Cahoots - Park St. , Lewiston,
under Warehouse. March 2-3
Mike Oakland, jazz

frenzy," heavy metal style. The
energy level never falls during
the concert and the rousing
encore "Clock Strikes Ten"
proves this beyond doubt.
Another impressive thing about
this album is that all the songs
are polished to studio quality
without losing the fine edge of
excitement that accompanies a
live rock concert. This in itself is
a rare acheivement. The only
factor which hurts this album a
little is the tendency of Japanese
recording engineers to use an
(Continued on Page 12)

school at the age of 13 to live the
street life in a Chicago ghetto.
He was sentenced to five years in
Leavenworth Prison for
possession of marijuana. In. his
biography. Maiz states, "While
serving that sentence, I resumed
my education, read all the books
on philosophy, psychology,
literature and mathematics that I
could get my hands on."
Following his release from
prison, Maiz became an honor
student at the University of
Kansas. He describes this period
as "the turning point in my life.''
Maiz subsequently engaged in
studies at St. Mary's College and
the University of Minnesota at
Duluth, sharpening his communication skills. At this time he
also became interested in the
civil rights movement, and
joined the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee. After
leaving the Committee. Maiz
became "a pamphleteer and selfstyled lecturer" on black human
rights. Maiz describes his views
at this time as "not very popular
as my views were moderate,
modern and moral and most of
my colleagues preferred a more
militant stand although they
gave lip service to moderation."
Following his lack of success as
a lecturer, Maiz became involved
with drugs again and was subiContinued on Page 12)
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Men's Intramurals
Nearing Playoffs
by Dave Trull
The week before vacation saw
the Men's Intramural Basketball
Program reach the halfway mark
in its season. Most every team is
still in contention in all four
leagues, and any team that puts
on a charge in the second half will
have a shot at the playoffs.
In A League, Howard finished
the first half with an 8-0 record.
This makes Howard 27-0 in A
league competition this year.
Milliken-Hedge is just one game
back at 7-1 in second place, and
Roger Bill-Page occupies third
place with a record of 5-2.
Howard ended the first half by
whipping slumping Roger BillPage 59-39. Milliken-Hedge
finished by downing J.B. 56-46
and by nipping the faculty in
triple overtime. 58-53. W-H-S,
the hard luck team that has lost 2
of its games by a 2 point margin
and one game by 1 point, finished
strong by overwhelming Adams
70-28.
In the East Division of B
league, Adams 1 and Roger Bill
continue to dominate with
records of 7-0 and 6-0 respectively. Howard is comfortably in
third place with a 4-1 mark.
Adams 1 finished the defeated
Page 1, 31-21, and Howard also
ended victoriously by bombing
Adams 2. 57-23.
In the West Division, the
standings are really tight. Smith
South, the only undefeated team,
remains on top with^a 4-0 record.
Adams 3. has moved into second
at 5-1, with Rand-Hedge third at
4-1. Smith South was idle while
Adams 3 was crunching Smith
North 64-33. Adams 4 moved
into the contention, by beating
Smith North also. 52-40.
In C League, Smith South
strengthened its hold on first
place by edging Roger Bill 3.4-32
in overtime. The win makes
South 3-1, one game ahead of
Hedge-Page.
Here are the standings at the
halfway mark:

A League
Howard
Milliken-Hedge
Roger Bill-Page
WHS
Faculty
J.B.
Chase-Adams

W
8
7
5
5
4
3
2

L
0
1
2
3
3
5
6

Adams
1 7
Pierce
0 8
X - One game still to play in first
half
BLEAGUE
W L
Smith South
4 0
Adams 3
5 1
Rand-Hedge
4 1
Adams 4
3 2
Chase-Small
2 3
Smith North
2 3
Moulton
2 3
Smith Middle
1 4
Adams 5
0 6
B LEAGUE EAST
Adams 1
7 0
Roger Bill
6 0
Howard
4 1
Pagel
4 2
J.B.
3 2
Page 2
2 4
Milliken
0 4
Roger Bill-Clason
0 5
Adams 2
0 5
C LEAGUE
Smith South
3 1
Hedge-Page
2 2
Roger Bill
1 3
Play continues in all leagues,
with the playoffs due to start
sometime after St. Patrick's
Day. The top four teams in A
League, the top four in both
divisions in B League, and all
three teams in C League will
qualify for the double elimination
playoffs.

1

by Bob Muldoon
The men's varsity basketball
team ended the season in
spectacular form as they reeled
off five victories in their last six
games. The revitalized Bobcats
upset Central Connecticut,
Colby, Norwich, Plymouth
State, and Bowdoin while succumbing only to highly touted
Bentley. The string of victories
broughW Bates' overall record to
8-13.
Throughout their touring
stretch, the Bobcats played solid,
consistent basketball on both
offense and defense. The latest
NCAA Division III statistics
indicate hai Bates is ninth in the
country on defense giving up a
miserly 61.4 points per game. On
offense. I>ou Bouvier and Mike
Ginsberg have been the big guns
as they have consistently led the
team in scoring honors down the
stretch run. The two front court
stars have also dominated the
boards for the Bobcats. The
unselfish contributions of
playmakers Tim Rice and captain
Steve Schmelz cannot be underestimated as the backcourt
tandem has been instrumental in
running the offensive machinery.
These are the men who break the
full court presses, work the ball
to the big men. and spark the
defense. Their sterling performances are not often visible
on the statistic sheet, but their
contributions are invaluable.
Forward Bud Shultz has also
been an integral part of the
recent upsurge. His sweet
outside touch and rebounding
skills do not go unappreciated.
Catalists Rob Cramer, John

Kirby, Scott Hyde, and Fred
Crniti have done a super job
coming off the bench to inject
scoring punch and clutch defense
into the lineup. Finally, Bill
"truck" Ventola and Ted Kranick
have quietly and unselfishly
provided leadership for the
Bobcats.
Bates began their inspired
play coming off a superlative
second half effort against U.
Lowell, the Bobcats were
determined to prove themselves
on their weekend home stretch
on Feb. 9th and 10th against
Central Connecticut and Bentley.
The Bobcats truly held their own
as they split against the two
Division II teams. Against the
Blue Devils of Conn., Bates
jumped to a 30-16 halftime lead
and then coasted in for the
victory. Versus Bentley, the
Bobcats played an absolutely
outstanding game against a team
that is a veritable national
powerhouse. At halftime, the
Falcons held a shaky 28-26 lead
over the precocious Cats. In the
second half Bentley came to life
and nailed down a 57-46 victory.
Bates must have certainly
earned the respect of their
flamboyant opponents by holding
their high scoring offense to a
stingy 57 points. Mike Ginsberg
received some much-deserved
recognition for his performances
in these games by being named
to the ECAC Honor Roll. Ginsberg collected 30 points and 24
rebounds in the two contests.
Also before vacation. Bates
pulled of a stunning upset
against a fine Colby squad to
avenge an earlier loss. Bates

pummelcd their CBB rival by an
81-73 score. The Bobcats intimidated the Mules with a
tenacious press, and it was a full
seven minutes before Colby
tallied their first hoop. With 12
big first half points. Ginsberg led
Bates to the locker room with a
34-27 halftime lead. Colby began
the second half with a full court
press, but the Bobcats handled
the pressure. In fact, no press,
no matter how cleverly employed, has intimidated Bates
since the WPI game. Bates took
a 20 point lead of 68-48 with five
minutes remaining, but Colby
cut the lead to 10 with 2:30 on the
clock before Shultz iced the game
with six free throws. Earlier in
the game Mike McGee of Colby
scored his 1000th point to
become the first player ever in
Maine to do so as a sophomore.
The final stats showed that Bates
shot at a sizzling 67% clip from
the field. Mike Ginsberg was 12
for 14 as he held scoring honors
with 24. He was followed by I<ou
Bouvier who had 18 and Bud
Shultz with 12. On defense.
Bates held 6'7" Mark Lake to but
two points.
During vacation break, in a
game that was delayed one hour
due to a blackout, Bates defeated
Norwich 59-48 in front of a crowd
of fifty hardcore fans. Bouvier
scored the first seven points of
the game to lead his team to a 2726 lead at the half. Led by
captain Steve Schmelz, Bates
took control of the game in the
early second half. With 1:50 left.
Norwich cut the lead to four, but
Bates responded with nine
(Continued on Page 121

Women's Basketball Team Wins Two
In women's basketball action.
Bates won two and lost three as
they brought their record to 5-9.
The losses were at the hands of
Tufts. Stonehill. and Trinity,
while the wins were against
Babson and Wesleyan.
Against Tufts. Bates was
behind by only six at the half, but
in the second period Tufts got
hot, exploding for 44 points. The
final was Bates 61, Tufts 76.
Shirley Averill led Bates in
scoring with 25 points and in
rebounding with 14 caroms.
The next day, a rejuvenated
Bobcat team exploded for 91
points en route to a 91-60 rout
over Babson. The game was
highlighted by good shooting and
crisp passing as everyone on the
roster scored. Freshman guard
Dorothy Alpert had her best
game of the season, scoring 20
points, handing out four assists,

and making three steals. She was
also six-forsix at the foul line.
Others in double figures were
Averill with 21 and captain Sue
Pierce with 16.
Against Stonehill. poor foul
shooting late in the game caused
Bates to lose to Stonehill 71-86.
Bates played well in the first
half, being down by only three,
but the Bobcats shot only 38%
from the charity stripe while
Stonehill made over 70% late in
the game when it counted. Bates
made a good showing, however,
as Stonehill is a strong team with
a 14-3 record. High scorers for
Bates were Averill with 15 and
Piercewith 14; Debbie Post was
high rebounder pulling down 13
caroms.
The following weekend the
Bobcats traveled down to
Connecticut to face Wesleyan
and Trinity. For a while, it

looked as if Bates wouldn't even
play Wesleyan due to a flat tire
and a flat spare tire; but. the
captain was able to get her
troops on the road and Bates
provided an exciting game for
the many parents and fans who
came, winning 69-67. Sue
Doliner put Bates ahead by
sinking two foul shots with only
seconds remaining. Averill was
again high scorer with 26 points,
while Deb Atwood pulled down a
season-high 20 rebounds.
The next day against Trinity,

Bates lost 71-57. Behind by 11 at
the half, Bates never really was
close. Averill led in scoring with
25 points; Atwood had 15
rebounds.
On Wednesday of this week,
the team lost to UMF in a narrow
defeat 59-55.
This weekend the team travels
to Smith to play in the New
Englands. The next home game
is Monday against Nasson. On
Tuesday the Bobcats play host to
rival Colby. Please come and
support the team!

everyone to know that six dozen
reflective jogging vests have
been purchased by his department. Anyone can borrow one by
signing it out with a Bates I.D. at
the gym. Currently the ski and
track teams are required to wear
them, and all joggers are
strongly recommended to wear
them.
The Bates College Store also
sells jogging safety items;
buying your own is a good idea
for the habitual jogger. Here is a
price list of the items currently
available:
Complete Kit -16.95

Vests - 7.95 and 9.75
Sashband - 5.75
Headband • 4.25
Legbands - 3.95
Hot Spot-1.69
Bob Hatch recalls that years
ago there was a tragic
pedestrian/vehicle accident on
the corner of College St. and
Campus Ave. A female student
was killed, and a male student
was permanently injured.
Remember that such a tragedy
can happen again. Take advantage of the reflective items
available at the gym and the
book store.
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Carroll's Music Center, Inc.
Pianos • Ordans • Instruments • Accessories
Sales £ Service
Expert Repairing

7822545-6244.

College Concerned About Jogging Safety
By Kristen Anderson
The Phys. Ed. Department
has recently become very concerned about jogging safety on
campus, due to the large number
of complaints coming into Lane
Hall from members of the
Lewiston community. Numerous
people have called in to either
Lane Hall or the Alumni Gymnasium, saying that they had
nearly had an accident because
they couldn't see a jogger
running at night.
Bob Hatch, Professor of
Physical Education, wants
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Women's Track Team Wins State Championship
The Bates women's track team
walked away with a first place at
the state meet obtaining 55
points to UMO's 41, Bowdoin's 28
and Colby's 6. Bates took firsts in
the 2 relays with record breaking
times in both. In the 4x220,
Donna Broadway, Kathy
Leonard, Renata Cosby, and
Allyson Anderson ran a 1:48.7.
These same four also ran the
4x440 in a time of 4:09.3. Bates
also took first place in the 440 yd.
dash with Allyson Anderson,
breaking her own record, running it in 59.4 seconds, while Kim

Lawrence took fourth. Donna
Broadway took first in the long
jump with a new record of 16'8.5"
and Anderson placed third. Sue
Simpkins, Sue MacDougall, and
Chris Flanders walked away
with the high jump, placing first,
second, and fourth respectively.
In the shot put, Ann Marie
Caron, and Julie Thorton took
third and fourth. Other Bates
places were taken by Broadway
in the 50 yd. dash; coming in
second, Sue Collins with second
places in both the mile and the
two mile, Deanna Henderson

with a third in the hurdles,
Kathy Leonard with a third in
the 880 yd. run, and Renata
Cosby, Allyson Anderson, and
Donna Broadway taking second,
third, and fourth in the 220. The
Bates Bobcats showed their
strength.
The Bobcats also had a meet
versus Fitchburg St.. who they
completely destroyed, as the
final score of 67-19 shows. Bates
took first and second in the
hurdles with Deanna Henderson
and Minday Hanssen. Anderson
and Lawrence took first and

Freshman's Wright Brothers'
Plane Exhibited In San Diego Museum

•

r

by Melissa Weisstuch
Senior Reproter
"Ted and I never thoughl we
couldn't do it," said freshman
Campbell Shannon of Marblehead, Massachusetts, in
reference to his high school
senior project - the building of a
full-scale replica of the Wright
Brothers' original 1903 airplane.
The plane was built principally in
Beverly, Massachusetts, at the
home of Ted Walsh, who
originated the idea after seeing a
public television program about
the Wright Brothers during
sophomore year at the Pingree
School. During that year,
Campbell and Ted researched
the plane and obtained
blueprints. Ted researched the
mental attitudes of the men and
Campbell researched the airplane and its materials. Research
continued into junior year when
the cost for the project was first
estimated to be $1,000. but later
raised to $1,500.
During senior year, Ben Curan
became the third member of the
project. They began working on
the plane on Saturdays, buying
the wood, nuts, bolts and screws,
and cutting out the various
pieces. At first, their plans included flying the plane and then
donating it, but after receiving
only $1.50 in donations they
realized they would have to sell
it.
The boys began putting in 40
hour work weeks outdoors
during the winter. They worked
in a 20 degree carriage shed,
using a chain saw and cutting and
gluing the pieces together. Some
of the work was done in Ted's
attic. Ted was the main
supervisor of the project, but
Campbell added that its completion "would have been impossible without any of the
three."
All of the wooden parts of the
plane were made of straight
grain, kiln dried white spruce
and ash. 84 ribs make up the
main construction of the plane.
Each one was made of 8 tiny 1/4
inch tapered spruce blocks,
which took 40 minutes each to
make. The construction also
included working with numerous
metal plates. Campbell worked
mostly on the actual assembly of
the plane. As the project
progressed and looked more and
more promising, local shop offered scrap metal for use in the

construction.
The first section to be completed was the rudder. Campbell
took the section home to work on
while he was sick because he felt
guilty for not working. The
rudder, located at the rear of the
plane, consists of two wings with
mechanisms to make the plane go
up, down, and sideways.
In the spring the group met
with the Charles Lindburgh
professor of Aerospace History
at the Smithsonian Institution,
who suggested writing to the
Aerospace Museum in San Diego
which had burned down two
weeks earlier. The staff of the
museum was extremely happy to
accept the plane for inclusion in
its new facilities and instructed
the boys not to fly it.
The boys' parents had doubts
about them finishing the project
and were quite impressed when
it was actually completed.
Campbell described the work as
being "mentally time consuming
and takes lots of care."
Reverend Robert Brian took
the boys to the Wright Brothers
Trophy Banquet in Washington,
D.C., and later made them
members of the National Pilots
Association. They were further
honored when they were flown
into the Pingree School field
where the entire school had
assembled during a false fire drill
staged during a school break.
The sewing of the plane was
scheduled for the week at the
end of the project, but in fact
took all summer. The completed
plane was sold to the San Diego
museum. General Electric also
expressed an interest in using it
in its Centennial Celebration.
The comPany sent 14 engineers
to the Pingree Gym where the
plane was receiving the final
work and finishing touches.
During the first week in September, Rohr industries, which
does contract work for General
Electric, filmed the final stages
of construction. The boys worked
until midnight and early the next
morning before General Electric
came to pick up the plane. The
plane was first brought to a plant
in Lynn, Massachusetts and then
to Rutland, Vermont. Aircraft
Engine Group, in Hookseet, New
Hampshire also wanted the
plane. The boys were flown by
private plane to Rutland and
driven to Hookseet.
In May the three airplane

The editors wish to thank the Lewiston Daily Sun tor their
gracious assistance in the publication of this issue of The Bates
Student.

builders will attend the Grand
Opening of the new San Diego
museum. The plane, presently in
storage, will be accompanied by
a plaque engraved with the
names of its builders.
After $625.37 and 3,000 hours
of work, the plane was finally
completed. The construction of
the plane was written up in
numerous newspapers including
the Boston Globe. The Reporter
(Marblehead). The North Shore
Sunday and several other local
newspapers. Channel 5 called but
never ran coverage.
Campbell
lives in Smith North, right here
at Bates College.

second in the 440, and Cosby and
Lawrence took first and second
in the 220. Bales walked away
with the high jump and the 880
taking all three places in both.
Broadway and Anderson took
first and second in the long jump,
and Broadway also took first in
the dash. Bates also took first
and third in both the shot put,
with Caron and Thornton and in
the mile with Collins and Howe.
On the following Saturday the
women went to the New
England's at B.U. and came in
seventh as a team, despite some

illnesses and tough competition.
Deanna Henderson placed fourth
in the hurdles, and Donna
Broadway, third in the dash.
Allyson Anderson took fourth in
the 400 meter dash, and Renata
Cosby second in the 200 meter
dash, while Sue Simpkins look a
second in the high jump. Sue
Simpkins and Sue MacDougall
will travel to Missouri for
National competition this
weekend, and, they, along w'th
other team members will go to
the easterns in l'rinceton. New
Jersey the following weekend.

Republicans To Present
Tax Revolt Symposium
The Bates College Republicans
will present an all-day symposium on the tax revolt
movement on Saturday, March 3
in Chase Hall at Bates College.
The symposium will include
morning workshops dealing with
how this grassroots movement
operates, what has happened in
the state of Maine and the
Nation, a luncheon speech on the
causes of high taxes and an afternoon panel discussion on the
future of the movement.
Speakers at the symposium
will include: Grover Norquisl,
the Associate Director of the
National Tax Payers Union; a

representative of the National
TjR Limitation Committee; Swift
Tarbell, Maine State House
Minority Leader and Harold
Flaherty of the Lisbon Tax
Payers Association.
Jules Gagnc, President of the
Bates College Republicans, said:
"It's hoped hat the symposium
will help develop political interest on and off campus." Gagne
also noted that individuals and
groups with opposing viewpoints
have been invited to participate
in audience discussion. It is also
expected that a large number of
people from local tax
organizations will be present.

Fitzgerald Envisions Chase Hall
As Visable Student Organization Center
by John Aime
In an effort to make it easier
for students to contact the
student-run organizations on
campus. Dean Brian Fitzgerald,
Coordinator of Student Activities, is trying to make the
second floor of Chase Hall a
central point for the operations
of clubs and organizations. He
feels that if each club were
represented in Chase Hall with a
specified office and office hours,
this would give more "access for
the individual." This would be
less "threatening" to a newcomer than a more formal
meeting with "fifty people sitting
around the room."
When Dean Fitzgerald first
came to Bates three years ago,
he stated, "There was no
physical presence" on campus for
most of the clubs. To contact
them, one would have to see an
officer in his room, or contact the
organization through the nail.
With specified office hour:, the
members would be easily accessible to those interested in the
organization. With about 52
recognized student organizations
on campus, however, there is a
space problem in Chase Hall.
Dean Fitzgerald has requested
and received access to an additional room that once belonged
to the Campus Association. This
room he turned into an all
purpose "organization room,"
that can be used by any club. In
this room is a mimeograph
machine and filing space is
available for use by any club.
One room may not sound like
enough, however Dean Fitzgerald feels that since most
clubs are small, their needs
would be met by an all-purpose
room and space in a filing
cabinet.

With the number of recognized
clubs doubling in the last seven
years. Dean Fitzgerald noted
that there is a real need for more
space, especially when one
considers that "essentially the
campus hasn't expanded," since
the major renovations at the
beginning of the decade. And the
pressure is being felt on the
second floor of Chase Hall, as
elsewhere.
Organizational offices
presently in Chase Hall are:
Room 208 - Representative

Assembly
Room 209 - All purpose
organization room
Room 212 - Campus
Association
Room 215 - Chase Hall
Committee
Room 217 - Practice Room
Room 218 Little
Brother/Little Sister Playroom
Room 220 - Afro-American
Society
Room 223 - Conference Office
Room 224 - The Bates
Student

SECURITY
(continued from page 81
revealed that Bowdoin security
officers have deputy police
rights, and thus have in loco
parentis privileges. "They are
also empowered as law enforcement officers to seize this
stuff, because they've been
sworn in by .the government."
Since a meeting between the
Dean of the College and the
district attorney, Caviston
concluded, the controversy has
finally died down. "It all ended
with security having a slightly
better idea of what they are
empowered to do."
Here at Bates, the stipulations
stemming from this case seem
minor. When confronted with the
conflicts in the case. Bates
Security Chief Chet Emmons
replied that he would not be
concerned. "I'd want to think a
lot about that. If we did (go into
rooms) we would contact the
student and have him go with us
- that's a policy. It goes through
the Dean's office." Mr. Emmons
is the only deputized security
officer at Bates. "Here it's

possible for us to go into a room,"
he continued. "There's no reason
we can't. There's no reason the
city can't, with a warrant. As far
as screening people's rooms,
we're not even interested."
in a similar situation." Berry told
the Press-Herald's Clark T.
Irwin Jr., "Being a Bowdoin
student should not confer a grant
of immunity from responsibility
from one's criminal acts." Berry
continued that an average high
school dropout who could not
afford the $7,000 a year in tuition
would "be given no breaks if
discovered in possession of stolen
property."
Dean of the College Paul
Nyhus answered Berry's comments by insisting that Bowdoin
policy maintained "that the law
of the state of Maine apply on
campus." Dean of Students
Fairey, meanwhile, retracted
her earlier comments.
At this point in time the
controversy at Bowdoin has
diminished, Bowdoin ORIENT
editor Jim Caviston told the
student that final investigation
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BLACK ARTS WEEK (continued from page 9)
jected to another prison sentence, this time for thirteen
years. Maiz had discovered
poetry for the first time 15 years
before he entered Leaven worth.
"Slowly my skills improved and I
began to write more and more
and when I arrived at Leavenworth I submerged myself in
poetry...the study of it...the
craftsmanship of it...the dream
of it. Poetry then became my
heaven, my hell and my
salvation. It became the reason
for my existence." In 1969, while
still at Leavenworth, he instituted the first Black Symposium and began an annual
Poetry Memorial Service for
Martin Luther King.
Seven years into his sentence

at Leavenworth, Maiz was
transferred to the Federal
Correctional Institute at Fort
Worth, Texas, where he became
successfully involved in psychotherapy of drug addicts and
alcoholics.
Maiz has written over 1000
poems, all of which he has
memorized. He often spends
"months writing and sharpening
a single poem."
The second poet to appear,
Etheridge Knight, read his
poetry on February 8. Knight did
not complete high school, and
began his career in the early
1960s while serving a 10-20 year
prison term for robbery. His first
book, titled Poems From Prison,
was published while he was in

'1
prison, and his second. Black
Voices From Prison, was completed during his sentence and
published after his release in
1968. His other published works
include Belly Song and Other
Poems (1973) and Born of A
Woman (1976).
In 1968. Knight became Poetln-Residence at the University of
Pittsburgh, and later at Lincoln
University. From 1969 to 1970 he
served as Poetry Editor for
Motive Magazine, in Nashville,
Tennessee. He has received
several awards, including a
National Endowments for the
Arts Award in 1972 and a
Guggenheim Fellowship in 1974.
He also served as a columnist for
the American Poetry Review

LOW ENROLLMENT (continued from well
million to almost $15 million. The
endowment per student has
grown from almost $8,000 to
almost $11,000.
In the past ten years, Bates'
scholarship endowment has
grown from $2.5 million to $4.4
million, and scholarship grants
from endowment income has
increased 125%.
The cost of running a school is
so high, that despite these large
sums bf money from tuition and

the permanent endowment,
virtually no money is left over to
spend on building projects. This
is why such fund-raising campaigns as the recently initiated
Campaign for Bates are so
necessary. Money contributed
during this time will be devoted
towards new construction, and
beefing up certain areas of the
endowment that are particularly
inadequate: for example
$200,000 is being sought to

endow concert and lecture
programs, and $1,000,000 is
being sought to strengthen the
college's resources for faculty
endowment. In an age of
spiraling costs, the administration is faced with a
constant search for money, in
order to ensure that Bates will be
able to provide all the necessary
services of a liberal arts college,
while keeping its tuition fees at a
competitive price.

from 1977-1978.
Owen Dodson, a playwright,
poet, author, and Phi Beta
Kappa alumnus, was scheduled
to appear on February 10, but
due to unforseen difficulties,
could not attend.
Two successful films, "River
Niger" and "Bingo Long
Traveling All Stars" were
featured during the week.
Benny Blanton commented
that the week "went over very

well." There was an "overwhelming response to B.F. Maiz,
who in addition to his poetry
lecture, spent two days visiting
classes and giving additional
lectures. Whenever Maiz
returned to his room on campus,
there were students there
waiting to speak with him and
ask questions. Due to Maiz's
popularity, the Afro-Am group
will "probably bring him back
next year."
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FRESHMAN CENTER (continued from page 2)
activities in an effort to make
new friends, both freshmen and
upperclassmen. Even those
freshmen who do not participate
in these kinds of activities have
managed to meet upperclassmen. I fail to see why an
upperclassman cannot meet
freshmen in one of his/her
classes, at a party, or by walking
into the Freshman Center by
his/herself or with a group of
friends and introducing themselves. I know for a fact that this
kind of effort would have been
much appreciated by the freshmen about a month or two after
they arrived and had "settled
in."
There are many advantages
and disadvantages to the Fresh-

man Center, and a Freshman
Center Advisory Board, comprised of freshmen from Smith
and Page, has been set up to
discuss these pros and cons with
the deans. I feel that it would be
wise to realize that the Freshman Center is here to stay for at
least two more years, and
suggest that instead of attacking
it, an effort to make it a success
would be more beneficial to all
concerned. Constructive
criticisms and suggestions to
improve the Freshman Center
are needed, and would be much
appreciated, not only by the
present freshmen, but by the
next two incoming classes.

with two seconds left when Mike
Ginsberg hit a slam dunk to put
the crowd in a frenzy. Ginsberg
led the squad with 18 points and
11 rebounds. Bouvier followed
with 17. John Kirby and Bud
Shultz scored 10, and Steve Shmelz picked up 8 points
Coach George Wigton and all
the Bates players deserve a lot of

praise for showing poise in the
face of adversity. After a rocky
start, the team learned from
their mistakes and refused to lie
down as a lesser team might
have. They conceded nothing,
but rolled up their sleeves and
worked harder. Their final slew
of victories is a tribute to a truly
deserving team.
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Yvonne Roessel '82

MEN'S BASKETBALL FINISHES WELL (continued from page 10)
consecutive points for the win.
Lou "the franchise" Bouvier had
19 points and 12 rebounds. Mike
(jinsberg had 15 points, 10
rebounds, and four blocked
shots. Steve Schmelz doled out
seven assists with some nifty
passing for the victors. Ix>u
Bouvier became the second
Bobcat. to be accorded ECAC
honors. In the Colby and Norwich games. Big I<ou had 37
points and 20 rebounds.

HANDICAPPED
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Also over vacation. Bates
annhilated Plymouth State, 6654. The Bobcats stunned
Plymouth by taking a 130 lead
as Timmy Rice handed out four
assists. Bates never looked back.
With five minutes left, Bouvier
clinched the match with a rare
slam dunk to the obvious delight
of the crowd. Bouvier had ten
points and ten rebounds on the
evening, and Mike Ginsberg had
13 as they continued their

(continued from page 5)

with its architects.
Chase Hall presents its own
problems. The old half of the
building was constructed before
anyone realized that the water
table fell several feet away from
the building. The new addition
consequently had to be constructed on a different level from
the old section. However, the
college does have ramps

available for the building, and it
is possible to get to various
sections of the building by
elevator.
Both Mr. Hiss and Mr. Carpenter emphasized that financial
limitations are a major factor in
providing access, but that Bates
has had no problems with the
government regarding its efforts.

LAND
GRANT

(continued from page 4)
During this well-attended
session Muskie displayed his
debating skills, which impressed
many of those who attended.

leadership. Bud Shultz and John
Kirby added 11 points.
In the final game of the season,
before a disappointingly small
crowd, Bates downed arch rival
Bowdoin 71-63. The team
exhibited their vast improvement to the home crowd
with their solid performance.
The high point of the game came

OBJECTIONS (continued from page 2)
barraged with responses of, "It
could happen."
Perhaps the student who
wrote the article isn't aware of
the enormous cost all this
wonderful renovation and
relacement would entail. With
the tuition and room and board at
nearly 6,000 dollars with a
probable increase for next year, I
would rather propose that the
author would not appreciate a
letter from President Reynolds
announcing a 1,000 dollar tuition
increase to comply with these

MUSKIE

(continued from page 5)
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preservation and examination.
The land is particulary rich in
birds. Over 130 species have
been identified on the property,
including Least Terns and Piping
Plovers, both rare to Maine.
The land transfer became
official last December when the
land was donated by the St. John
family to the Bates-Morse
Mountain Conservation Area
Corporation who in turn gave
Bates a fifty year renewable
lease. It was the culmination of a
four year effort by the college
and made possible due to the
generosity of the St. John family
and the concern they have that
the property be properly
preserved.

(continued from page 2)
contemporary humanism in my
introductory philosophy course.
His poetry readings in the
evening were powerful and
exciting. The Afro-American
Society did us all a great service
in bringing the man to our
campus. We can all profit from
the opportunity to hear persons
of unique background and experience. I hope that in the
future more students and faculty
will avail themselves of the
opportunity to learn from individuals such as b.f. maize.
Sincerely,
Richard McDonough
Philosophy

I

stringent regulations.
I urge the Student to reduce
the scope of these thoughtless,
inane articles. If you have such
an infatuation with them,
perhaps you could designate a
page for "Investigative
Reports." My title suggestion is
"Comics." Your reporters have
proved their point - that there is

bad news on campus, and they
can find it and add to it.
However, I for one am weary.
Sincerely,
Steven B. Therriault '81
(We suggest that Mr. Therriault
read articles more carefully
before he chooses to libel himself
again. — Ed.)

CHEAP TRICK (continued from page 9)
overdose of dolby and other noise
filters. This results in the
brightness of the high end of the
sound range being cut down in
places. Here and there Nielsen's
guitar leads sound muffled and
Peterson's bass sounds like dead
thunder as the overtones refuse
to show themselves in the sound
reinforcement system set up by

Tokyo sound (infamous for their
work on Deep Purples 1973
tour). These are minor faults,
though, and the album is well
worth buying, especially if you
just want a fine sample of Cheap
Trick's work and do not have any
of their other albums.
"...Surrender, surrender, but
don't give yourself away..."

A Weekend Adventure
Is a Visit To Roak's
Greenhouse
FLORIST
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